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FRANZ LISZT .

'r was

his appre_ciation of the beautiful in the compositions of the great c0mposers of all schools and
countries, and if while m Weimar be brought out
w ·agner, he also presented Berlioz' "Benvenuto
Cellini," "Genoveva," by Schumann,and Schubert's
''Alfonso and Estrella." Liszt is extremely generous
and charitable, money having no value for hiln
save as it can serve to advance the cause of art or
alleviate the sufferings of the unfortunate.
As a composer, the true position of Liszt is
unsettled. A .few partisans consider him the
greatest among the great; on the other hand, many
opponents, while recognizing Liszt's merit as an
executant, deny that he is seriously to be consid-

at Raiding, Hungary, on October 22,
1811, that Franz Liszt began a career which
bas no parallel in the history of musicians.
His life has been a summer da'y of success, of
which he himself was the sun; rising upon
the world in brightness, lighting it m unclouded splendor, and now setting in a
golden glow of glory. He has had none of
the humiliations and hards'hips which form such a
dark background to the lives of so many musical
geniuses. His father was a musical amateur of
considerable ability, and fostered his son's evident
talent for music. His first appearance
in public, at the age of nine, was so
marked a success that several Hungarian
noblemen forthwith made themselves
responsible for all the expense of his
tuition in music, for the following six
vears. He first went to Vienna, where
he became a piano pupil of Czerny, and
took lessons in composition from Salieri
and Randhartinger. Here he remained
about three years, and then (in 1823)
went to Paris with the intention of entering the Conservatoire. At that time,
foreigners were not admitted to its privileges, and notwithstanding his remarkable talent, be was refused admission.
This was hardly a drawback, however,
for he received the private instruction of
Reicha and Paer, while his fame as a
pianist got additional lustre from the
indorsement of the connoisseur·s of a city
which, then as now, held undisputed
sway as the artistic capital of the world.
During the first five years of his stay in
the French capital, he made several extensive concert tours in Switzerland,
Baden and England, the wonderful boy
being everywhere received with the
greatest enthusiasm. From 1827 until
1~~9, be was seldom heard outside of
Paris. It was during this time (about
1834) that he formed a liaison with the
Countess d' Agoult, better known by her
nom de plume of Daniel Stern, by whom
he had three children~ two of whom are
dead, the third being Cosima, widow of
Richard Wagner, who had, as is well
known, enticed her away from her first
husband, the pianist von Bulow. From
1839 until 1849, Liszt was on the wing,
giving concerts throughout ~;urope, and
exciting the wildest enthusiasm whereever he appeared. He then accepted an
engagement as conductor of the Court
theatre at Weimar, but gave it up in
1859. Weimar has, however, remained
his home down to the present day,
although he every year spends a part of
his time at Pesth and Rome. Liszt is
a partisan-and a very enthusiastic one
FRANZ LISZT.
-of Wagner's doctrines, and but for
him, it is doubtful if \i\' agner could ever
have obtained a hearing. Here is Wag.
ner's own account of how his "Lohengrin" came erect as a composer of the first or even of the second
to be performed: "At the end of mv last stay in class. This refers to his original works and
Paris, when ill, miserable and despairing, I sat not to his transcriptions of the works of others for
brooding over my fate, my eye fell on the score of the piano, which all admit to be unsurpassed. In
my" Lohengrin," which I had totally forgotten. his original works, Liszt is an exponent of "proSuddenly I felt something like compassiOn that this gramme music," and therein follows Berlioz, withmusic should never sound from off the death pale I out being a servile imitator. In the words of F. L.
paper. Two words I wrote to Liszt; his answer was Ritter: "The poetical programmes Liszt chooses
the news that preparations for the performance are, as it well may be expected from such a highly
were being made on the largest scale that the lim- intelligent and penetrating mind, pertinent, and
ited means of Weimar would permit." It was on full of great musical suggestions. The form of his
this stage also, and undel" Liszt's management, that symphonic poems is not that of the symphony as
" Tannhauser" and "Der Fliegende Hollander," developed by Haydn, dividing it into four distinct
were fi rst produced. His love of the Wagnerian contrasting movements, but rather that of .Beethart-work, has, however, never stood in the way Of oven's last string quartettes, the different move-

No.

II

ments leading into each other without interruption. Another peculiarity in Liszt's compositions
in question here is, that he generally develops
his whole form out of one princ1pal theme, sol11etimes out of one melodic motive: this be curtails,
enlarges, varies, according to the laws of rhythm;
tempo, harmonization, counterpoint, and periodic
construction, done here in the freest and most fanciful manner. By means of these different tram;formations of one main idea, the whole form gains
a highly characteristic unity without becoming
monotonous; the ligb ts and shades produced by
the different gradations and climaxes thus naturally
belong to the whole picture; all the varied contrasts have an intimate connection with
and relation to each other. These compositions, although sacrificing to some
degree the compactness of tb e different,
separate movements of tJ:e old symphonic form, and approar.bmg, here and
there, the style of free improvisation,
are, however, far from being planless
compilations: a most intelligent master hand has prepared and developed
every phrase and period with rare ingenuity and aim of purpose. 'l'hat which
seems, on a mere superficial glance, incoherent, and arbitrarily put together,
is, when closely examined, nevertheless
founci to be of a logical progression and
poetic continuity. The most bitter opponents of Liszt's sty'e and method of
composing are, however, forced to acknowledge his great mastery over the
rich material that forms the basis of his
sym:phonic poems; his power of harmomc modulation seems inexhaustible
in new and effective ways; the variety of
his rhythmical changes imparts to every
respective period new intensity of life;
tb.e thematic development of a melodic
motive, or of part of it, evinces a great
degree of imagination and fancy. 'Vith
regard to effective and brilliant orchestration, following faithfully the poetical
meaning of every phrase, of every motive, of every passage, Liszt is second to
none. Orchestral co loring, and thematic-harmonic development, are means,
which in his works are, however, inseparably connected: one calls forth the
other, logically and naturally."
NO MUSIC IN THE EAST .

The Asiatic bas no ear and no soul for
mnsic, says the RuralNI'w Yorker. Like
other savages and children, he loves a
noise, and he plays on shrill pipes-on
the tarabuka, on the tar or tambbrine,
and a sharp, one-stringed fiddle or rahal.
Of course, in your first oriental day you
will decline no invitation, but vou will
grow gradually deaf to all entreaties of
friends or dragomen, to sally forth to
bear music. You will remind him that
you did not come East to go to Bedlam.
The want of music is not strange, for silence is
natural to the East and the tropics. When sitting
quietly at home in midsummer, sweeping.ever sunward in the glowing heats, we at length reach t~e
tropics in the fixed fe~er of a Ju.ly noon; the da~ IS
rapt, the birds and wmd are still and t!J.e b~rnmg
sun glares silence on the world. The Onent IS that
primeval and .Rerpetual noon, that tb~ very ?eat explains to you the voluptuous elaboratiOn of 1 ts .architecture, the brilliancy of !ts costume, the piCturesqueness of its life. Those realities are then~ of
which the composers are the poets to Western IJ.?aginations. In the East you see and feel music,
but never hear it.
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THE SUBJECTIVE IN CRITICISM.

LUCTUATING, capricious and ever-varying as experience has shown it to be, taste
evidently cannot be measured by any fixed,
mathematical standard. Upon the other
hand, much as men may differ as to what
., is good or bad taste, they universally
believe (outside of speculation), that there is a
good and a bad in taste, just as they naturally
believe in the existence of a good and a bad in
morals. The existence of a sense of the beautiful
is testified to by the samo authority that testifies
to the existence of the sense of moral responsibility
or even to personal being : our consciousness.
Upon the belief in the existence of this innate sense
and in the regularity and constancy of its action,
the whole science of criticism is necessarily based;
for if there were no such sense, or if, unaffected by
extraneous influences, it aCted differently in different individuals or at different times, it is evident
that, except by the merest chance, there never
could be any agreement between critics as to even
the most elementary matters-that is to say, no
recognition of any critical canons. But, ·w hile we
know that such is not the fact; that, on the contrary, there is a very general agreement as to the
correct principles of criticism; we too often lose
sight of the no less important fact that all criticisms
are necessarily tinged with the personality of the
critic-in other words, that, however honest or
able the critic, his views will be more or less the
expression of his own subjectivity. Blair very
justly · says : "Though reason can carry us a certain length in judging concerning works of taste,
it is not to be forgotton that the ultimate conclusions to which our reasonings lead, refer at last to
sense and perception. We may speculate and argue
concerning propriety of conduct in a tragedy or an
epic poem. Just reasonings on the subject will correct the caprice of unenlightened taste, and establish principles for judging of what deserves praise.
But, at the same time, these reasonings appeal
always in the last resort to feeling. The foundation upon which they rest, is what has been found
from experience to please mankind universally."
N:ow, feeling, the" last resort" in matters of taste,
is entirely subjective and may be consciously or
unconsciously affected and biased by many things
entirely outside of the object which is to be referred to it for its · appreciation. This peculiarity
of the human mind, which, under certain circumstances, causes it, so to speak, to project the hue of
its predominant modes of thought or feeling upon
the objects which it chances to be considering,
and which really have no connection with those
thoughts or feelings, is truthfully portrayed by

I

Shakespeare, when he puts into the mouth of could you have obtained the same amount of knowlSalarino, these words:
edge in the same time. Aside from the large amount
My wind cooling my broth,
of matter which is · original in every number, we
Would blow me to an ague, when I thought
ransack every month almost the en tire periodical
What harm a wind too great might do at sea,
literature of music of the civilized world, to select
I should not see the sandy hour-glass run,
from it that which is best suited to an American
But I should think of shallows and of flats;
musical magazine. A skillful use of the scissors is
And see my wealthy Andrew docked in sand,
Vailing her high tops lower than her rib!',
not the most easily acquired of an editor's accomTo kiss her burial. Should I go to church
plishments. How often have we read over a hunAnd see the holy edifice of stone,
dred pages of our exchanges without finding a single
Aud not bethink me straight of dang'rous rocks,
paragraph that we could use! Now, this labor of
Which touching but my gentle vessel's side,
selection is all spared our readers, who thus get the
Would scatter all her spices on the strenm,
Enrol:)e the roaring waters with my silks,
cream of the cream of the musical literature of the
And, in a word, but even now worth this,
month. We have not yet said a word about our
And now, worth nothing.
music, and yet it is in that especially that KuNKEL's
-Merchant of Venice.
MusiCAL
REviEw towers bead and shoulders above
We do not mean to say that critics, as a rule, are
so possessed by one idea that all others suggest it all other musical magazines. In quantity we give
in some way or other, -though even tha.t is not so more than any other paper. In quality ours is abrare as might be desirable, but what we do say, is solutely the only journal whose every page of music
that preconceived notions, personal preferences is musicianly and correct, no matter whether it be
and national prejudices are by all men consciously simple or difficult. Submit to the most searching
or unconsciously projected more or less into the and critical analysis any of the compositions which
field of pure criticism. To cite but one instance: appear in our REVIEW, note the fingering, the phraswho has during the last ten years seen a critieism ing, read the notes to the studies, notice the accurof French works by German criticf?, or of German acy of the proofreading and the elegance and :finish
works by the French, which was not more or less of the whole, and you will agree that the REVIEW has
colored by the national antipathy engendered by no peer in its musical department. This is no little
the late war? Not only mental impressions, but item, especially to the many who are not where
also physical states are reflected in the work of the they can have the benefit of first-class musical incritic. The dyspeptic sees the same pictures, hears struction; the many who wish to form a correct
the same music, re.a ds the same poems as his neigh- musical taste by the performance and hearing of
bor who is blessed with a better digestion, but un- correct music, but who know not where they can
consciously he writes dyspepsia upon his every ap- go to find just the right kind of music. To all such
preciation. Perfect fairness in criticism could be we can say in all honesty: take the REviEw-every
reached only if we could entirely eliminate the piece it contains is strictly first-class, whatever its
subjective element from judgments, but this we be- grade of difficulty; neither love nor money will gain
lieve we have shown to be an actual impossibility. admission to its pages for one line of badly written
music. Finally, as a matter of economy, in no other
If this be so, a perfectly fair cri ticisrn from a human
source is not to be had or expected. Were this fact way can so much music be purchased for the same
kept in view, there would, on the part of critics, price, E\ven leaving all questions of quality aside.
We might continue in this strain quite a while
be less dogmatizing and foolish assumption of infalyet,
but it is time to give the negative side of this
Hbility; on the part of the public, less blind trust
in their dicta and on the part of artists and littera- question a chance.
You should not subscribe for any musical magateurs, less readiness to ascribe unfavorable and
even very unjust criticism to personal spite or zine, least of all for ours, if you are a teacher, because
perhaps you are "too poor." It is an undeniable
malice:
fact that any teacher ·w ho after having seen the
'"Twad frae mony a blunder free us,
An' foolish notion."
REVIEW fails to t:mbscribe for it is too poor a teacher
to know good from bad music and we wish none
WHY, AND WHY NOT?
such to subscribe, remembering the Scripture· in- r'~NTLE reader, we mean by that: what good junction against "ca'Sting pearls before swine."
' reasons can be given why you should be a Then too it may stir you up out of a lethargy which
permanent subscriber to KuNKEL's MusiCAL has perhaps become agreeable and induce you to
REVIEW, and what arguments can be offered make unnecessary exertions to keep up with the
progress of the age. If you are a pupil, you ought
why you should not.
Every person of musical taste ought to not to subscribe for the REVIEW because it might ockeep informed of what is being done in the world of casionally deprive your "poor" teacher of a commismusic-this can be accomplished only by the perusal sion of fifteen or twenty cents on a piece of five
of the periodical musical literature, and therefore cent music, and that would not be charitable. Such
all musical people ought to subscribe for at least teachers are and should be objects of charity. Then
one musical magazine. To the music teacher, whose again, if you should subscribe, you would be·temptwork is of the hum-drum, solitary kind, a good ed to ask your "poor" teacher to play the music
musical periodical is about the only means of getting the REVIEW contains and as he could not do it it
the benefit of the thoughts and experiences of other would be embarrassing for him. You may think we
musicians. Narrowness and" old fogyism" are the overstate facts--Well, at the risk of being unkind
bane of the profession of music-teaching; they are to your " professor" we will make ali ttle offerright
the natural result of the business, unless the teacher here. If you will get any teacher of music who
manages to keep up an interest in music beyond the speaks slightingly of the music in our paper, to play
eternal" one, two, three, jour, one and two and three correctly all the music contained in any one numandjour" and the twenty or thirtydollarsper quar- ber of the REVIEW, even after one week's practice,
ter which is the reward of his mechanical self-im- we will, upon proof of the fact, make a present of one
molation. A magazine such as the REviEw will keep year's subscription to yourself or to any person you
up this interest if it is lagfl:ing and create itifis does may direct. But, we repeat it, it would not be
not exist. Have you ever stopped to think what an charitable to your "poor" teacher to expose his
amount of information of a valuable nature the ignorance.
Again, you should not subscribe for the REVIEW
REVIEW furnishes in the course of a year? Perhaps
you have not, for the change "from grave to gay, because, because- - The fact is we know of no
from lively to severe," and the endeavor to make other reasons than those we have mentioned. but
even al;>struse subjeds simple may have concealed if our readers know of any, we shall be happy to
from you the fact that through no other medium publish tb.em.
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QUESTIONS PERTINENT AND IMPERTINENT.

And now, Freund, what next?
Is Max Strakosch going stark mad that he should
"tackle kindly" to "Zenobia?"
.
f:;hall we not have some sort of a defence of the
"Musical Normal" system? If not, why not?
Has anyone heard any vociferous calls for the
degrees to be issued by the Music Teachers' N ationa! Association?
By the way, what has become of the organ of that
potent body established a year or so ago in Chicago?
Have Peper and Conn concocted a. little scheme
to advertise each other and their cornets, by reciprocal abuse, la'Y-suits, etc.?
Is there an American city that has not half a
dozen "American operas," heavy or light, ready for
the stage? If so, will somebody name it?
Is it not about time for the Hurdy-Gurdy to be
taking down that easel? It's a nice design, but is
not a weekly repetition of even a nice design rather
cloying?
Why has no one yet claimed the reward of One
Hundred Dollars which we have offered for the sight
of a musical magazine equal in beauty and excellence to KuNKEL's MusiCAL HEviEw?
Did we not say when she "retired" that Clara
Louise Kellogg would not stay retired? Can we be
blamed, now that she makes a fresh start, for
believing that Clara Louise will not stay retired
until she is retired by the public?
Why does Howard Lockwood, of the Lockwood
Press turn over business letters addressed to him
pers~nally, to third parties, withoutconsulting the
writer, when he has every reason to know that the
writer's consent could not be had if asked for?
We have not received a "magnificent offer" of an
organ from New Jersey for a whole month. What
can be the matter with the organ-making Mayor?
Would it not be a good idea for him t) nse softer
paper for his next batch of circulars?
Before writing operas. would it not be in order
for American " composers" to learn to write an ordinary ballad? In fact, are not the majority of socalled American operas a lot of more or less badlywritten ballads strung together by a lot of verbal
swash which is dignified by the name of l'ibretto?
Why are not the walks in the St. Louis public
parks in the neighborhood of the music pavilions
laid with tanbark or other soft material instead of
crepitant gravel? And, in the same connection,
why is not all conversation and walking within a
certain area strictly prohibited during the performance of musical numbers?
THE NATIONAL SONG OF HAIL COLUMBIA.

HERE; is a story or two about "Hail Columbia" which some readers may not have
heard. Neither the words nor the music
of the song can be highly praised, but we
all know that when the patriotic feeling of
an aRsembly is roused, if a person will only
come forward and say, "Behold the Flag of
~
our Union!" the audience will burst into
cheers. I have been present when Senator Hoar, of
Massachusetts, by a happy allusion to his' seeing
the flag of the United :::ltates in a foreign land,
excited a large asRembly to a degree that was almost
painful. Young men injured their hands by clapping and tears glistened in many eyes.
"Ilail Columbia" was written in the summer of
1798, at a moment when the United States seemed
abo-at to be drawn into a war with France, their
old ally and friend. The American envoys sent out
by President Adams, with no other object than to
restore a good understanding, were thought to have
been grossly insulted by France. An army and
navy were in preparation. Gen. Washington had
accepted the chief command, with Alexander Hamilton as his second, and nothing was thought of but
impending war.
.
A vocalist by the na.me of Fox was about to have
a benefit in Philadelphia, and owing to the excitement that prevailed, the prospect of a good attendance was not encouraging. His benefit was announc-

ed for a Monday evening, and it was only on the
Saturday previous that he had an idea for "drawing
a house."
One of his school-fellows, Joseph Hopkinson, son
of a distir.guished father, had become himself a
man of note in the intellectual circles of Philadelphia society. He was Vice-President of the AmerIcan Philosophical Society, founded by Dr. Franklin,
and presided over by Thomas Jefferson. He was
President of the Academy of Fine Arts, and was
somewhat noted for his poetical efl'usions.
'rhe vocalist, in his extremity, went to his old
school-friend and told him that he had little chance
of a paying audience unless he could announce
something new and striking in the way of a patriotic
song, a piece that could be sung by the whole company to an eas1 or familiar tune, like the "PresIdent's March.'
He added that the poets of the
'company had been trying to produce the required
song, but bad been unable to accomplish it.
"I will try what I can do for you," said Hopkinson.
The vocalist called the next afternoon, when the
words were ready for him, and he took them at once
to a musician of the theatre, who selected and
adapted to t.hem an old and easy air. On Monday
mornitJ.g the song was announced in the newspapers
and diligently rehearsed upon the stage.
A crowded house rewarded the eff'orts of the
singer and the poet, and the song was received with
the greatest enthusiasm. 'l'he words and music
were at one~ published, and the piece was sung at
every patriotic gathermg during that period of
excitement.
A particular circumstance added to its popularity,
and was~ perhaps, the true cause of its remaining
for forty years not merely the favorite national song,
but the only composition that could be fairly called
by that name.
During the first year of the Revolutionary movement in France-from 178P to the execution of Louis
X VI, and Marie Antoinette in 1793-its progress
was watched in America with an enthusiastJC approval of which we can now scarcely form an idea.
But the cruel and needless execution of the King
and Queen checked the enthusiasm and soon divided
the country into two parties on the subject, one
defending, the other other execrating, the conduct
of the the Revolutionary leaders.
At the height of the first excitement, while even
the placid Washington was still in sympathy with
the people of FrancA a manager in Philadelphia
revived Addison's famous old tragedy of Cato.
Before the play began the curtain rose, and the
whole company of actors, arranged in a semi-circle
upon the stage, sang the national hymn of France,
"La Marseillaise,'' a new composition then. The
audience sprang to their feet and joined in the
chorus. The house presented a scene of excitement
without previous parallel in the staid city of Penn
and Franklin..
·
At the end of the first act of the tra~edy, the
audience called for a repetition of the mspiring
song. It was given as before, the people joining
wildly in the chorus. At the end of every act the
"Marseillaise" was demanded and repeated. 1t
seemed as if the people could not get enough of it.
Even upon us, who have been familiar with it from
childhood, this wonderful song has an effect unlike
that of any other.
The next evening, and every evening, as soon as
the musicians came into the orchestra, the crt,
arose all over the house for " La Marseillaise ! '
It was of no use to resist. for the people would listen to no other music. Generally the audience, or
some part of it, would catch the spirit of the piece,
and thunder out the chorus. It grew into a custom,
and for three or four years the piece was sung every
night.
But as the guillotine in Paris quickened its activity, the enthusiasm of audiences abated.
One night during the patriotic ferver of 1798, soon
after the arrival of ill n<::ws from France, one man,
upon hearing the usual faint demand for the "Marseillaisei" ventured to dissent by hissing. At once,
the who e audience joined in one decisive and overwhelming hiss. The" Marseillaise" was not played,
and was never played again.
[twas at this time that the new song of "Hail Columbia" made its great hit at the benefit of a favorite
vocalist. Never was a composition better timed.
It immediately took the place of the banished "Marseillaise," and continued to be sung, as a rule, in all
the places of amusement of the United States,
until about the year 1840.
I can well remember myselfwhen the introductory music was usually presex:N;ed in the following
order: an overture followed by "Hail Columbia''
played several times, and then "Yankee Doodle."
Joseph Hopkinson died at Philadelphia in 1842,
aged seventy-two years. A few months before his
death he placed on record the facts given above,
and added:-

"The object of the author was to get up an American spirit, which should be independent of and
above the interest, passion, and policy of both belligerents, and look and f{'el exclusively for our honor
and rights. No allusion is made to France or England, or the quarrel between them, or 1\o the question which was most in fault in their treatment of
us; of course, the song found favor with both parties, for both were American; at least, neither could
disown the sentiments and feelings itindicated."J ames Parton.
PRONUNCIATION IN SINGING.

NGLISH WORDS.-Let it be your study to
avoid carelessness and the ra.{>id enunciation of "sibilants" in singmg English
words, and to utter such sounds slowly and
carefully, with the endeavor to produce a
soft and agreeable eff'ect; for it is, mdeed,
unpardonable to hear an English singer
unable to render perfectly the words (if not
the music) of his native country's songs and
ballads.
Emphasis.-Having accustomed yourself to carefulness over each letter in your pronunciation, the
next thing is to study correctness of emphasis, etc.
All this is apart from the strictly musical portion
of your studies, and, while you can work at this
without music, you will certainly spoil the effect
of your singing (however good your voice and voice
production may be), unless you do so study your
"words." I should recommend you to practice
reading aloud for not less than a quarter of an hour
at a time, say once a day. Read standing; place
your book on a desk, on a level with your eyes, and
speak out deliberately, and with a full tone of voice,
and as much variety of intonation as the matter
read requires. ~hakespeare is your best author for
this study. You will feel at first as if you were
doing a very absurd thing, but never mind that-do.
it, and do it as well and as carefully as you can.
Position of the Lips.-In speaking and reading
aloud, during your preliminary training for singing,
be very careful that there be no change in the aperture of the mouth or position of the lips while
uttering any one sound, however prolonged. If the
lips move from their first position, however slightly,
the tone immediately changes, and the pronunciation ceases to be pure and refined.
Study of Words.-The words of a song are as much
worthy of the singer's study as the music, that is,
if the song is worth singing at all. I do not mean
to say that in themselves they must necessarily be
of equal merit, but that t.h~y require as much atten- .
tion on the part of the singer to bring out their
meaning. Study the text, therefore, apart from the
music. Read the words aloud deliberately; master
the sentiment of them, and note the promment
words and phrases, so as to be able to give their due
value when you have to combine tLem with the
music. Avoid giving prominence to such words as
"of," "for," "the," ''and," ''in," etc., etc., but
ye.t.let each be distinctly pronounced, and not slurred over in an indefinite murmur. Learn the words
of your song by memory. Master the text, and
consider the whole from an elocutionist's point of
view before y.ou attact the musical side of the matter. A singer when singing in public should not be
troubled w1th his words and music too.
General Education.-An important branch of study
is that of giving expression to the passions, and o{
communicating your conceptions and emotions to
the minds of your listeners. No better training
could a young singer have for forming such ideas
than the earnest perusal of the words of Shakespeare, Dante, Goethe, Milton, Lytton, George Eliot,
etc.; or in watching carefully and intelligently the
acting of our best stage performers. For a singer
to be -s uccessful, he or she mnst be in a position to
express and bring home to an audience, such emo 7
tions as love, hatred, anger, fear, grief and pity;
all these, and many other such feelings, have constantly to be transmitted by the singer, and it is to
the most natural and faithful exposition of these,
and that most consistent with the other equally
important points of the art of singing, that the
student's attention should for a long while be patiently and perseveringly directed.
The singer should be a well-educated man, and
he should know at least one other lan~uage besides
his native tongue. He should be well read, too, in
the best literature of these twD languages. · On
questions of a.ll the arts he should seek to make his
views sound and true. He should seek to travel
and so enlarge his mind, for all this training wili
reflect itself in the work of an artist so liberally
educated. An inferior education has been the bane
of many a student1 who has had the organ and all
the necessary musiCal ability.- The Voice.
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ON MUSICAl ACCOMPliSHMENTS FOR
GENTlEMEN.

F the study of music were incorporated into
the curriculum of all male colleges, there
would soon spring up, all over"the land, a
greater number a·nd a better clas::; of amateur orchestras and choral societies, and
purer and pleasanter attractions would be
added to social and home circles. As it is,
• !t
many young men, of the wel:!Jthy and
highly educated classes, shrink from trymg to become amateur performers because to be •·caughtmaking music," would be infra dig. ".Not," as they say,
"bnt that it is a very good thing; but it is only
suitable for us, to be paid for and enjoyed in public, after being cooked and dished up uy menial::;, as
are the rich viands at a banquet." tSuch snobs do
not merit notice, except that their foolish exclusiveness influences a large class in the middle social
strata, who are their thoughtless and.servile imitators. Argument is futile against such inanity, so
let facts speak. ln .Enrope, among the liberally educated classes-especially in the higher circleseducation without the component ot musical culture is deemed very insufficient. Ministers of state,
judges, generals, physicians, preachers, millionaires, nobility, and royalty, deem it their greatest
pleasure-in their hours of leisure-to make music
for themselves and before others. H earing fine
music educates, but performing it does so in a
much greater degree, especially m concert or union
with others.
In polite society " shop" talk is ruled out.
Belles-lettres and the fine arts-of which music is
chief-furnish nearly all the themes of con versation. Music, "'l'he food of love," " the affection·
ate art" is the common platform on which all can
stand, · and stand the longest, and inability to
speak of music and eminent musicians would get
only contemptuous looks, snubs and shrugs, which
tht"l possession of mere material wealth IS powerless to "buy off."
'l'he entree to refined society that mere gold gives
is, at best, the shadow of a ·tleeting substance ; and
when it" takes wings," even the shadow is gone.
But intellectual wealth, artistic accomplishments
and elegant refinement, when once acquired, always
remain/ and the use of these-with even a very
moderate income-guarantees their possessor a cordial welcome in to the best society so long as men tal
and moral health remain. At conversatiOn parties,
where several languages are r!i)presented in separate
coteries, music is brightest-the climax and completion of social enjoyment! 'l'hen, indeed, is the
language general; for music is a uniform and univer::;allanguage, while that of words is particular
and local. '' '! 'he tone language- unlike the verbal
-can be printed and played by the whole b uman
race, pure and unehanged, as it comes from the
composer; and music thns mitigates the 'confusion
oftongues-the terrible curse ot .Babel.''
A volume could be filled with the names of men
of intellectual and social pre-eminence, in every
age, country and vocation, who were proud of being
fine performers and enthusiastic lovers of music,
as a refining recreation and "soul bath." I will
cite only a few, well-known, names of distinguished
amateurs, of various eras and occupations. Let us
head the list with King David, " the ·sweet singer
of Israel." Ultas . .H.eade, the great novelist, says:
''Music was the nursing-mother of poetry. .And
those incomparable lyrics-the Psalms-in which
description and moral teaching, piety and nature,
earth and heaven, blend so sweetly, were songs
composed in happy moments of mueical fervor, by
Dav1d and many other harpers; and but for music,
these gems of poetry and praise had never enriched
thought and embellished language." Homer is a
representative name among the ancients. Of him,
Heade says: ''Homer-like his own Achilles-was
a harper; but many harpers sang before Homer's
time, and to their divisions we are indebted for the
maje~tic Hexameter." "Song is joy-inspired and
joy-inspiring." Aristotle called music "the medicine of heaviness," and began its study in his old
age. ~eneca, Sophocles, t::locrates, Pythagoras,
'!'hales, and, in short, nearly all the eminent philosophers of antiquity-much as their teachings
have differed in othe1· respects-have uniformly
recommended the practice of music asconduciveto
purposes of the highest public good ; hence, among
the Greeks and Romans, · a person who could not
play on their instruments, crude as they were . was
accounted stupid and imbecile. Among the ancient
Irish and Anglo-Saxons it was a custom to hand
harps around among company, and the more a
guest excelled in playing, the more he was honored;
as it was supposed to imply gentle birth and extensive noble accomplishments. Charlemagne was
passionately fond of music, and devoted much

time and means to the improvement of music in
the religious services. King Alfred the Great, establish ed a professorship of music in the Universitv of Uxford in the year 886. The impetus given
to intellectual anlit moral improvement by Queen
Elizabeth, of England, was so marked that Elizabeth's time is called the "Augustan era" of England.
She was a skilled performer of music; and music
was the chief agency used by her for elevating her people. In Queen Elizabeth's time
concerted vocal music was in the style of the madrigal, in which the various parts are melodies that
proceed independently of each other, and gentlemen
were expecteu to be competent to sing in such at
first s·ight and from a manuscript cop'}/ of a single parp I
How few could do so to-day-spoiled as we are m
many respects- by magnificent accessories an.d facilities? Napoleon I., of France, was exceedmgly
fond of music, and held the art and artists in the
highest esteem. He made the Conservatory of
Paris the grandest s~h?ol of music in the ~~Hld,
and high graduates mIt he exempted from m1htarv
dutv; he established a chapel of musi ~ in theTuifleries and loaded its master, Lesueur, with presents
and regards. He had Paer to accompany him in all
his foreign expeditions, to compose new mat'ches,
masses and Te Deums. The enthusiastic love for
Handel. by George III., of England, was the best
example he set his people, except, perhaps, the
purity of his own domestic life. Frederick the
Great, of Prussia, was prouder of his flute-playing
-on the one-keyed flute of his times-than he was
of his greatest military victories. .But as there
seems no end to the list of distinguished amateurs
among royalty, nol,ility, etc., I will cease citation
for the present, for those adduced ought to suffice
to dispel the feeling of shame and sense of infra dig.
that anyone might attach to his p~acticing m~sic.
I shall, probably, pursue the subJect farther 111 a
subsequent paper, for it is worthy of thorough and
serious consideration.
W. II. NEAVE.
---·~·---

HISTORY OF THE VIOliN.

HETHER string or wind mstruments
were first in use, no research has been
able to enlighten us. The invention of
either reaches so far back into prehistoric ages, that all possibility to decide
the question, is excluded.
String instruments were indeed, known
in those early ages, but they were not
violins, i. e., instruments played upon with a bow.
The old Greeks were a highly musical people, and
at the time of Themistocles, it was considered a
want of culture to be unacquainted with singing
and playing. The oldest string instruments were
the Lyre and the Psalter or Zither. Greek mythology has much to say about their invention, and the
Greeks had obviously obtained these instruments
from the Egyptians. I.n the very earli.est tim<: th.ey
did not play on these mstruments With their fingers but with a small stick of wood or ivory, called
Plektron. To Epigon~s is ascribed the introduction of the playmg With the fingers. For all that
the use of the Plektron was maintained and seemingly preferred by the Romans.
The ancient Romans left the performance of music to the slaves, for Sallust yet said of Sempronia,
an accomplice of the Catihnian conspiracy, that
"she knew how to play on the zither more cleverly
than a modest woman ought to," and in Quintilian the passage occurs: ·'I am not speaking now
of psalters and other string instruments which
ought to be despised by every modest maiden."
But when the love of music took hold among the
upper classes, when in every patrician's house, an
orchestra and a chorus of voices was found, which
had to entertain the master at dinner, during his
bath, and at other times, the ladies became emancipated from formet: prejudices. Ovid, in his advice
to young women said:
"Wondrous impressions are made by a song ; let a maiden
learn singing :
Often the sin ging has won h er, and not the ti~ure , a consort.
Let her choose pleasing tunes that she picked up in the
th eatre,
Or the strange and fantastical airs from the shore of the Nilus.
Moreoyer, let the maid, who is fashioned after my fancy.
Know how to play, with plP.ktron in hand, the musical zither."

This advice was generally followed, and soon the
accomplishment of instrumental and vocal music
was indispensable to the ontfit of a Roman patrician's daughter.
Pliny, the younger, thus praises his wife: "She
composes and sings my verses and accompanies
them on the zither, without having rE-ceived instruction from any other master than Cupid, the
best of all teachers."

The string instruments, belonging to the class of
violins which were unknown to the classic ages,
seem to have originated in India. As the very oldest of this kind of instruments is recognized the
"Ravanastran" of the old Indians. One of the
first which made its appearance in .Europei was the
old German lyre with four strings, of an e on gated
form like a violin, having a box at the lower end of
it. Two of the strings could be shortened, thereby
producing higher or lower sounds. A wooden wheel,
rubbed with rosin, and put in motion by a crank
turned with the right nand of the player, would
play on the strings like a violin bow. 'l'his
lyre was afterwards improved, and wa~ as late as
the last century, an instrument much m use, and
its German name of "Leierknsten" (lyre box) has
to-day been transferred to the hand organ.
Venantius Fortunatus, bishop of Poitiers and
writer of elegies, who lived toward the end of the
6th century, makes mention of an instrument called
"chrotta" (crowth), which was used by the Celts
of the British .islands, and whereof drawings are
contained in old manuscripts. This chrotta was
played like the Ravanastran of the old Indians, with
a rosined bow.
.
Originally, its form was that of a cocoon~ and had
but three strings; but later, it was maae in the
shape of a trapezoid, and six strings were put on it.
In the middle ages there were in use. two kinds
of this class of instruments: the" Rebec" and the
"Vielle" or "Viole." One species of the former
used in France between the 12th and 14th centuries, was called" Gigue," had the shape of a lute,
that is, its body was formed like a turtle shell, and
was provided with three strings. The latter (Viole)
which appeared first on monuments of the 14th
century, had mostly four strings, and was formed
after the ancient :• crowth" of two tables joined by
narrow strips or '' eclisses" with round corners,
and curved like the present guitars.
In a manuscript of the middle ages, a certain
Albinus is mentwned, as the inventor of the four
stringed Viola, which is, of course, merely a modification of already existing inventions. A!though
the German for v10lin-Getge-is derived from the
French "gigue," the violin is by no means to be
considered a crmtinuation or a species of the rebec,
but rather of the viola.
·
It is pretty certain that the violin of the present
time, made Its first appearance in the 16th century,
although a variety of the viola, approximate in its
form, may have existed a hundred years previously.
The oldest violas had already their varieties as:
Viola di brazzo (German "Bratsche") and Viola di
gamba.
.Each species represented, like all the instruments, flute and oboe not excPpted, the four voices,
viz: Soprano, Alto, 'Tenor and Bass, in different sizes.
The name Violin was first used in 1553. The first
explicit information about the instrument is found
in the " 'Theatrum instrumentorum" of the wellknown German composer Michael Priitorius (1620)
where it is described exactly in its present form.
WhE'n the Violin first appeared, it too, was built in
the four forms difl'ering only in size, namely: Soprano Violin (Violin); Alto Violin (:\Ito or Viola);
'Tenor Violin (Violoncello); and Bass Violin (Double,
or Contrabass).
In Italy, the art of making violins found its highest perfection. Like painting and · sculpturE', it
branched off into several schools, among which
that of Cremona was the most distinguished and
successful. Limited to a few families, who nurtured
and cultivated this art according to a peculiar char·
acter common to them, it reached a superiority
which stands this day without a rival. The instruments made by these few families have never been
surpassed, despite the enormous progress made by
modern techmcs in all directions. Our century
bas wonderfully improved all other musical instruments: the piano of to-day is almost a miraculous
production compared to those of Mozart's timebut better violins than those turned out by the old
Italian masters cannot be found or produced in any
part of the globe.
Far-famed was the family of the Amatis, to whom
the gl'eat master Nicolo Straduari occupies the very
same relation as Rafael does to his teacher Perugino, sinre he rose from the mere imitation to an
independant formation of his own ideal. Great
distinction attained the family of "Guarneri," but
at the top of the ladder stands Antonio Straduari,
(Stradivari) who was born 1644, at Cremona, made
his best instruments between 1690 and 1720, and
died on December 18th, 1737. He alone succeeded
.by his genius and deep study to combine the different advantages of the other makers in his instruments, and his violins, therefore, maintain the
highest rank.
·
But then, how fervently, how exclusively did
those old masters love their art and handiwork!
Yet in his 92d year, Straduari sat working in his
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shop, which was his whole, peaceful world, and
those able to judge, can recognize the trembling
hand of the master's last decades in his productions. The number of violins made by him during
his long and industrious life, was considerable~ so
that we may accept as a fact, that several hundred
have been transmi~ted to the present time, considering that they received at all times the greatest
care. To-day, any one of these commands thousands of dollars, while the maker received from $15
to $20 apiece, a big price in those times.
'l'here certainly must be hidden an unspeakable
charm in the few bits of thin board which compose
the body of a violin. Whence comes this powerfully affecting tone, now bright and joyful, and
anon sentimental and plaintive? So utterly simple
the instrument, and so infinitely varied its capacity! Surely, there is a soul in this body, demons'
or angels' voices are heard from the depths of its
sound, and we may imagine the mysterious relation between the player and his instrument.
How much grander, then, must be this soul, these
transcendent voices, and this magnetic rapport in
the case of an instrument of such noble descent and
graceful build as those of the great Cremonese, the
Hafael of his art, the immortal Straduari !
Often, indeed, has the question been asked, how
it is, that the wonderful technical achievements of
the present time can be so far surpassed by the
productions of the Italian masters of almost two
centuries ago, that a connaisseur will consider
$2,000 to $3,000 a fair price for a genuine Straduari
violin, while the best mstruments of the best makers of to-day, may be bought for one-tenth of that
sum. Is it perhaps the love of antiquities, which
refuses to appreciate modern achievements? It is
not that by any means. Not alone as relics of art,
but viewed from a mere musical standpoint, these
old instruments have their acknowledged value.
Whoever has examined, tried, and compared a real
and faultless violin of these great masters, is convinced that its tone bears the same relation to the
sound of the mass of ordinary violins, as does the
voice of a Catalani, Malibran, Jenny Lind, or Patti,
to~the singing of a common choir singer. But admitting this difference, is not, after all, the chief
merit of these instruments, like that of certain
kinds of wine, their age, and it is not likely that all
well-built violins will be just as good a hundred
years hence? Even this supposition is controverted by facts. It is, as the great physiologist
Savart has demonstrated, the build, the forrn, the
workmanship which distinguish the celebrated Oremona violins, it is the genius which solves the mystery of this artistic phenomenon.
The making of violins, it may as well be admitted,
is not a tradt but an art, and the most exact imitation of those masterpieces, resulting in failure as
often as undertaken, is but like copies of original
paintings by the great masters. The cleverest imltation is instantly revealed whenever the true
artist passes the bow over the strings. To say that
the art~stic genius manifests itself in its full glory through
but few individuals, is merely to repeat an axiom.
'l'he arrangement of the curves, and the difference
in the thicknesses of the wood, the choice of the
latter, the proportions of the several parts, the varnish in its various applications, all this is of the
most essential influence upon the tone, and, indeed,
so delicate and subtle is that influence, that the
last finish is more a matter of touch than of mechical rule and geometrical calculation.
Our bunters after antiquities do not despise to
search for the most trivial remnants of the past;
they even investigate and write the history of ordinary vessels and utensils for domestic purposesh ow much more interesting and instructive must
be the study of the violin, its origin and development, independent of the fact that it forms a most
important part of the history of art.

have new life infused into them by means of new
barrels. The purchaser of them was an Italianevidently well-to-do-who was a lively, chatty little man, and glibly entered into a dissertation on
music, of which art he called himself a professor.
"1 am going to have a grand piano arranged for
myself, and mtend to give concerts." Till then .be
had not given me an opportunity to edge in a word,
nor had 1 any wish to enter into so unpalatable a
subject as that of concerts must ever be to a critic.
But when from sheer politeness I offered some remarks, I discovered that my pseudo-professor of the
piano, based his professorship on his skill in turning the handle of the intended Automaton Grand
piano. My face must have expressed what I refrained from saying, for the son of the sunny South
archly remarked: "I have been to many concerts,
and heard many pianists, and while some of them
are considerably less correct in execution than my
automatons, they are not a whit above them in expression, and so I am going to have Beethoven's
Op. 106, and tutti quanti barrels prepared for a concert tour." Up to the present moment, I do not
know whether the Signor was serious or joking, but
the frigh1ful prospect of such an addition to our
concerts, caused me to make a hasty retreat, without e'ven attempting to complete the purpose of my
visit. -FERDINAND PRAEGER, in Musical Standard.
FUN ON THE ROAD .

NCE when we were on the road, writes
"Granston," who was connected with
the business department of the Kellogg
Opera Troupe, in a recent issue of tlie
Musical Critic and '1 rade R eview, the artists,
as usual when travdling, being seated in
their special drawing-room car, we found
ourselves greatly annoyed, whenever we
stopped at a station, by strangers, who would unwittingly walk in to our sancturn santorurn, and would
coolly seat themselvfls in some unoccupied chair.
At every station I was obliged, to politely, but firmly notify these intruders that they were m a private
car. At last I grew tired of this unpleasant. labor,
and as it would not do to fasten the doors, for the
me~bers of the company were constantly passing
out and in whenever we stopped, I procured several
large sheets of white paper, and having written on
them in large letters :
1

DO NOT ENTER HERE!
SMAI~L-POX

IN THIS CAR I!

I stuck them on the windows at each side of the
doors of either end of the car.
At the next few halting places nobody ventured to
intrude upon us, and I began to feel so secure that I
no longer kept watch upon the doors. Well, after
riding thus securely for about three hours, we drew
up at the station of a little scrubby town (it was
way out West), and I jumped off the car to stretch
my legs. Hardly had my feet touched the ground
when I saw a tall, gaunt, half-dead and-half-alive
man struggle up the steps at the other end of our
special. lnto the car I went, and reached the man
just as he was comfortably seating himself opposite
the prirna donna. He was the sickliest-looking
object I have seen for a man who was able to stand
alone. I touched him on the shoulder and said:
"My friend, didn't you see the notice in the window of this car-'Do not enter here; small-pox in
this car.' "
"Yaas," he drawled, " I saw it. It's all right,
stranger. My wiffl has had the small pox · the cbildren have all had the small-pox; and 1've got it
now!"
It is perhaps unnecessary to add that all the
WHITHER THE OLD PIANOS GO .
regular occupants of car fled precipitately, and the
tall man had exclusive possession of the car until I
AVING been applied to for a number of could S'Ummon a brakeman and have him forcibly
second-hand pianos for school practice, I removed.
went to a large firm and inspected their
A NIGHT IN A SLEEPING CAR.
J second-hand stock, sent a descriptive lot
of their quality and price to the applicant
Once we were so unfortunate as to be obliged to
-it was a pure work of charity, or else leave our special car behind for a day or two, owing
1 would have refused the mission-and to a slight accident that had happened to it, and
waited for their decision. The answer for several nights we took our chances in the reguwas long in coming, and begged of me to close lar sleepers. '!'he second night, about half an hour
the bargain . But imagine my surprise, when after everyone had retired, a woman's voice was
1 found that all the pianos had been sold to one heard penetrating the still air, exclaiming andeach
buyer. To save me time and trouble the firm word uttered with a little pause and with a snap
advised me to offer the buyer of these pianos like that of a pateut gate latch:
an inducement to part with them. Thither I "Bless my soul, how dry I am!"
went, and found at least one answer to the headIn about three minutes again came the words:
ing of these lines. The pianos in question were to "Bless my . soul, h ow dry I
am !"
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And this continued at frequent intervals for about
fifteen minutes. At last poor George Conly, the
basso, who was drowned, as you will remember, in
Vermont with Rietzel, the pianist, last summer,
could stand it no longer. He had been working
bard, and had not rested well for several nights.
Every few minutes, just as he was droppil}.g off in
a doze, would come these words :
"Bless my soul, how dry I am!"
He was probably no more annoyed than many
others in the car, but as he was a kind-hearted man
he tumbled out of his birth, and going to the end
of the car he drew a glass of water from the cooler
and handed it between the curtains to the woman,
She thankfld him, and he jumped into his berth,
congratulating himself that that trouble was over;
but just as he had once more settled himself for a
doze, the shrill voice made itself heard again, say-

inr2''Bless

my soul, how dry I was!"
There came such shrieks of laughter from every
part of the car at this, that sleep was impossible
for the next half hour.
A QU ESTI ON OF NATIONALITY.

A.' TEuphrosine
the time when the Operas of Ariodant
and Stratonice, compositions

'~

of Mehul received the greatest applause,
the Consul Napoleon could not cease tauntin g the composer with the observation
that his works were without doubt very
fine, but did not contain one single melody that could be compared to those of
the Italian masters. "Learned music, learned
music, you give us, it is true my friend, but as to
sweetness, pleasing and enlivening melody, in
that, you Frenchmen are as deficient as the Germans."
Mehul made no reply, but went forthwith to his
friend Marsollier, and begged of him to write a
small and very lively opera, the plot of which should
be sufficiently insipid to be ascribed to a l·ibretto
poet; but at the same time enjoined him to preserve the greatest secrecy on the subject.
Marsollier set to work immediately and wrote the
opera of" Imalo" with the greatest possible rapidity. He delivered it to Mehul, who as speedily
composed to it the well-known, charming music,
which to this day never fails to enrapture the
public.
Marsollier now waited on the' committee of the
Opera Uomique, to inform them that he had received from ltaly a score, the music of which was
delightful, and that, notwithstanding the insipidity
of the poem, he had taken the trouble to translate
it from the Italian. (The score had previously been
copied in au unknown handwriting.) The actors,
on hearing the new work, are enraptured with it,
and wish to study the parts forthwith, not without
much contention as to th eir allotment, and all the
journals are fill ed with pompous announcements of
the expected production of a delightful opera by an
Italian master. The first representation is advertised, the Consel expresses his intention to be
present, and invites Mehul to accompany him.
"It will be a sore subject for you, my poor friend,
but perhaps, while hearing melodies so totally different from your school, you may be cured of the
mania of writing nothing but scientific abstrusenesses."
Mehul pretends to be offended with Bonaparte's
remarks, and refuses to go to the theatre . On being urged, however, l1e consents. At the very
overture, the Consul began to testify the loudest
applause; everything was charming, natural, full
of grace and freshness ; the signs of his approbation became louder and louder, and he exclaimed in
rapture .-" In truth, nothing can surpass Italian
music?"
.
The opera was concluded amidst the most enthusiastic applause, and the names of the authors
were called for with intense curiosity. Martin, the
manager, asked Marsollier if he wished to be nam·
ed as the translator? "No," replied the latter,
"but as the author of the drama· and you may
announce, at the same time, that the music is by
Mehul."
The astonishment on the stage was universal, for
the secret had been so well kept that none of the
performers had even guessed at the truth.
The curtain rises again ; after the three mmal
bows, the names of the two authors are announced,
and greeted with universal bravos.
The Consul had sense enough to make the best
of the joke; he laughed, apReared satisfied, and
took the trick in good part. 'May you always de.
ceive me in a similar manner," said he to Mehul,
"I shall always be gladi both for the sake of your
reputation, and my de ight.''-Exchange.
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orchestra. Surprised to learn that such an effect such a demand for it lately. Whatever changes
could be produced by a single man with two Jew's- and improvements may take place hereafter conharps, he ordered him into his presence; but the cerning the J ew's-harp, to Eulenstein, the German
soldier refused because, as he claimed, he could herdsman and laborer, of Wurtemburg, will always
How st.ill an.d dusky is the long closed room!
What lmgenng shadows and what faint perfume
only be relieved by his colonel, and if he obeyed, be due the honor of having been the first one who,
Of Eastern treasures !-sandal wood and scent
the king would punished him the next day; for through continual exercises of skill and attention,
With nard and cassia and with roses blent.
having failed to do his dut.y. The king, instead of made it possible for a musical audience to derive
Let in the sunshine.
beihg offended at the answer of the soldier, called pleasure from listening to the performance on so
Quaint cabinets are here, boxes and fans
And hoarded letters full of hopes and plans ;
him to the castle the following morning, and hav- humble and commonplace an instrument as the
I pass them by, I came once more to see
ing heard Kock perform several pieces, discharged J ew's-harp.-Hil(legarde Werner
The old piano, dear to memory,
him from service as a soldier, and gave him fifty
In. past days mine.
thalers.
Kock's success on this poor instrument was enOf all sad voices from forgotten years,
AMERI CAN NATIONAL SONGS .
Its is the saddest; see what tender tears
tirely due to his natural taste for the art, for he
Drop on the yellow keys as, soft and slow,
had
no
knowledge
of
music.
He
made
a
fortune
by
I play some melody of long ago.
travelling and playin~ in public and private.
How strange it seems!
HE catalogue of home songs, which our
Kock used t\YO Jew s-harps at once, and produced
The thin, weak notes that once were rich and strong
people have framed in their hearts and enGive only now the shadow of a song'
the harmony of two notes struck at the same moshnned in the note books of their silver
The dying echo of the fuller strain
ment,
which
at
that
time
was
looked
upon
as
some'£hat I shall never, never hear again
cornet bands, is rather meagre, when we
thing extraordinary, considering the hmited power
Unless in dreams.
'
consider the proud incentive to comJ>osiof the instrument.
·
tion. .It embraces " Yankee Doodle,"
In order that the illusion produced by his playing
What hands have touched it! Fin~ers small and white.
which Preble (in his interesting monoSince stiff and wenry with life's tOll and fight·
should be greater, Kock always required that al1
graph on the national ensign) claims to be
Dear clinging hands that long have been at rest
the lights should be extinguished in the room where
Folded serenely on a quiet breast.
'
he performed. Kock afterwards settled in Vienna, a "musical vagabond;" "Hail Columbia," written
Only to think,
by
Joseph
Hopkinson, at Philadelfhia, for the
where he lived to the advanced age of more than
0 white, sad notes, of all the pleasant days,
theatrical benefit of a former schoo companion,
The happy songs, the hymns of holy praise,
eigll.ty years.
The dreams of love and youth, that round you cling
However, it was reserved for a German herdsman which took place at the Chestnut street temple of
Do they not make each sighing, trembling string
and laborer of the name of Eulenstein, to acquire mimicry during the dull season of 1798; "The Star
A mighty link?
an almost European reputation as a player on the Spangled Banner," composed by Francis Scott Key,
Jew's-harp. After ten of years close application and a native of Frederick County, Maryland, while he
All its musicians gone beyond recall.
The bea1,1tiful, the loved, where are they all?
study, he surmounted a host of difficulties, and was detained on board the cartel ship Minden, at •
Each told its secrets, touched its keys and wires
attained a perfect mastery over this intractable t.be bombardment of Fort McHenry in Baltimore
To thoughts of many colors and desires
Harbor, September 13, 1814; "America," by Rev.
instrument.
·
With whispering fingers.
'
Eulenstein appeared with greatest success at con- Dr. Samuel Francis Smith-better known by its
All are silent now, the farewell said,
The last song sung, the last tear sadly shed;
certs first in Paris, in January, 1826, and later in opening line "My Country, 'tis of Thee,"-which
Yet love has given it many dreams to keep
London, in June, 1826, where he executed with was born to ballad literature at Andover, Mass., in
In this lone room where only shadows creep
"grace and expression, the most charming Italian, February, 1832; and "Columbia, the Gem of the
And silence lingers.
French and German airs. to the great admiration Ocean," the paternity of which is in dispute, but
we have excellent warrant to ascribe both the
of amateurs and professionals alike."
The old piano answers to my call,
And from my fingers lets the lost notes fall,
He used at the concerts to play duets with Mr. words and the music to Thomas A . .Becket, of Phil0 soul that I have loved, with heavenly birth
Stockhausen, on the pedal harp; the latter accom- adelphia. It was written during the autumn of
Wilt thou not keep the memory of earth,
panying him pianissimo, ~nd touching the chords 1843. These five airs are the only living harmonies
Its smiles and sighs ?
lightly, so that Eulenstein 's part in the duets could of American popular jubilation, and it IS remarkaShall wood and metal and white ivory
Answer the touch of love with melody,
be perfectly heard. Besides playing on the J ew's- ble that, with the exception of the last named and
And thou forget? Dear one, not so.
harp, Eulenstein was a very good performer on the "Hail Columbia" (fitted to Philip Roth's wellI move thee yet (thou~h how I may not know)
known "President's March")f every tune is an echo
Beyond the SkleS.
LILLIE E. BARR violin and on the guitar. After he left England, he of the days before the Repub ic. The superb apos·established himself in Paris, devoting his time enHarper's Bazar
tirely to further studying of music and composition. trophe to our flag by Joseph Rodman Drake, the
The following is the result of Eulenstein's dis- literary partner of Halleck, was composed in May,
coveries concerning the Jew's-harp, and by which 1819. It is a favorite with every youthful imitator
THE JEW'S-HARP.
he converted this meagre and harsh instrument of Clay or \Vebster, but its versification is nowise
into , one "of the most elegant, harmonious and suited to a nervous and enthusiastic musi~al action.
pleasing character," as the critics of that time "God Save Our President" was of short-lived popu·
larity. It was an inaugural tribute to Abraham
HE ~origin of the Jew's-harp is lost in the write.
long lapse of time, and has hardly ever
A Jew's-harp taken singly gives almost any har- Lincoln by Francis de Haes Janvier. The Marine
attracted sufficient notice as a musical in- monic sound you wish to produce, as a third, a fifth, Band played it, by official direction, at the first and
:;;trument, to be worth the inquiries of mus- and an octave. If the grave tonic is not heard in second inaugurations of Lincoln, aud also at the
ical antiquaries. This little instrument is the bass J ew's~harp, it must be traced to the player, first inauguration of General Grant. The sentiment of this poem is very tame. In 1851, Williain
in very common use in all Europe, from the but not to the defectiveness of the instrument.
deep forests of Scandinavia, to the sunny
The Jew's-harp bas three different tones; the Hall & Sons, of New York, published" The Flag of
shores of the Mediterranean. In Germany bass tones of the first octave bear some resem- Our Union," by General George P. Morris, the
it is called" Maul Harmonica"; in Denmark, "Mund blance to those of the flute and claronet; those of author of "Woodman. Spare that Tree," and other
harpe"; in Sweden, "Mun~iga"; in France, "Guin- the middle and high to the vox humana of some household songs. The refrain of this lyricbarde"; in Italy, "Tromba '; and in the Hi~hlands, organs; lastlf, the harmonic sounds are exactly
"The union oflakes, the union of lands,
"Tromp." The Greeks of Smyrna call it m imita- like those o · the harmonica. This diversity of
The union of States none can sever I
tion ofits sound "Biambo."
tones can always afford a variety in the execu-.
The union of hearts, the union of hands,
And the flag. of our Union forever and ever,
In the Netheriands and Tyrol, it has for a long tion, but as in the extent of these octaves there are
'l'heflag of our union forever!"time been the delight of the peasants, the laborers a number of spaces which could not be filled up by
and their families, and at present it seems to be in the talent of the player, and besides, the most
great favor in Am-erica, where an Englishman has, simple modulation was impossible. Eulenstein will recall it to the memory of our older readers.
Of all patriotic stanzas written during the late
in Troy, established a factory of these vibrating remedied that inconvenience by joining sixteen
instruments; and so brisk has the business been, Jew's-harps, which he had tuned by placing war none obtained or retained the favor accorded
that another factory has been started recently~ smaller or ~reater quantities of sealing wax at to Mrs. Julia Ward Howe's "Battle Hymn of the
where the commonplace Jew's-harps are turnea the extremity of tlie tongue. Rach harp then Republic." It was written at the national capital,
sounds one of the notes of tbe scale, diatonic or and under the following circumstances, as related
out in hundreds of thousands.
The J ew's-harp is composed of . two parts, the chromatic, and the performer can fill all the inter- by Sherwood Bonner, about eight years ago, in the
Cottage H earth. Mrs. Howe, accompanied by friends,
body and the tongue, denominated by the French, vals and pass all the tones by changing the harp.
That these mutations may not interrupt the had gone out to witness a military review at some
l' ame, the soul.
·
The body has some resemblance to the handle of measure, one harp must always be kept in advance, distance from the city. They were surprised by a
a certain kind of corkscrew; the tongue consists of in the same manner as a good reader advances the Confederate dash, but managed to escape. As the
a little strip of steel, joined to the upper part of the eye, not upon the word which he pronounces, but periled carr~e was driven toward Washington its
body, and bent at its extremity, so that the fingers upon that which follows. The various sounds of the occupants sang the then irrepressible" Glory, Halmay touch it more easily. Notwithstanding it Jew's-harp are obtained by the attraction and.re- lelujah !" chorus. The tune rang in Mrs. Howe's
looks so simple an instrument, it is not complete pulsion of air, the current ofwhich is broken by the ears and was with her in dreamland. Early the
next morning she penned her noble words, the
until it has been the subject of thirty distinct oper- tongue of the instrument.
ations; and yet, as the London Figaro says, the . The pressure of the lips, with the breath, serve most remarkable of whichwholesale pnce of the cheapest variety is but six to determine their gravity and acuteness. Conse"Jn the beauty of the lilies, Christ was born across the sea,
qpently this little instrument is very fatiguing to
shilling a grGss.
With a glory in his bosom that transfigures you and me"'l'he first noted performance on this simple in- the lungs and pernicious to the teeth, because its
strument, is mentioned in the memoirs of Mme. de application, when the tongue is put in motion . pro- have enthralled the inhabitants of all civilized
Genlis, in which is described the aHtonishing power duces nearly the effect of the vibrations of a diapa- lands.
We have no desire to ignore minor efforts, but
of a poor German soldier, named Kock, on the son pipe.
In the busy world of to-day where there is no the list of these attempts to · touch the American
Jew's-harp. 'l'bis musician of a new kind was in
the service of Frederick the Great, who was, as is standing still for those who have something in pulse is very long and unsatisfactory. The want
well known, a passionate lover of music, and a good view, and with the raJ?id pro~ress and improve- IS still felt, and ask, as often before, "who is to
ments we daily meet with m tne manufacture of write an American lyric comparable with 'La Maramateur player on the flute.
One night when Kock was on duty under the musical instrumeflts, as well as any otherbranchof seillaise ?'" Even better than well spoke Cicero
windows of the king, he began to play different industry,e:fforts are likely soon to be made to develop when be passionately exclaimed, " Dear are patunes on the Jew's-harp, and did it so skillfully, the tone of the J ew's-harp by combination and en- rents; dear are children, relatives, and friends; but
that it attracted the attention of the music-loving largement; and more so would such an effort now re- the Fatherland alone embraces all the endearments
monarch, who at first thought he heard a·distant pay its inventor, where there appears to have been of all! "-Henry Clay Lukens.
THE OLD PIANO.
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THE HERO'S RETURN.
SERENADE,
I

When loudly rang the trump of war,
I dreamt of bliss within thy arms,
But duty baile me go afar,
Re;;igning love for war's alarm~.
In tears, I heard thee whi~per: "Go,
'None but the brave deserve the fair; '
I'm trne for aye, come weal or woe,
Go, victory or death to share!"
In voiceless grief I left thee then,
With music now I come to thee;
I bring thee peace and love ag-ain,
'£hen, Sweet, awake and welcome me ! ·
II

Twas love of thee, not thirst for fame,
'£hat made me bold to strike the foe;
Yes, 'twas the magic of thy name
1.'hat mighty made my ev'ry blow.
Ah! love is bold and love is strong!
From thee the strength, the praise be thine.
'rhino, thine alone, shall be my song,
And thine should be the bays they twine.
'£he strife is done, the vict'ry gained,
Its trophies now to thee I bring;
My heart's unchanged, my sword unstained,
Then haste, my Queen, to crown me King.
I. D. FOULON.
NOTE-These words were written to fit the music of Mr. E.
A. Becker's quartette, composed for and sung at the f~te gi veu
on tho ltth ult. in commemoration of the battle of Wilson's
Creek. as stated under ··Music in St. Louis."

ABOUT MUSI.C LESSONS BY MAIL.

KuNKEL's MusiCAL REVIEW :-In your issue
for May, 1883, you .Published the fo]owing:
EDITOR

"Mr. George T. Bulling says, that music lessons l;>y mail,
which he has extensively tried, ·are "a delusion and a snare,"
save so far as harmony is concerned: but even for this he recommends oral instruction wherever practicable. This is common sense, and just what we have always believed."

In the August, 1883, nu•nber of your Review appears this paragraph, under the "(.,luestions Pertinent and Impertinent" heading:"Some time ago Gco T. Bulling wrote in ltfusical People that
lessons by mail were a hnmbug. Why does he still advertise
in The Folio his 'simple and unique method' of teaching
harmony by mail'?"

From the first paragraph I inferred that you had
read the article in quesLion which I wrote in Musical
People, setting forth the impracticability 9f music
lessons by mail, except to a limited extent in
harmony.
From the second paragraph I concluded that you
did not read the article referred too.
I cannot ask space ftom you to reproduce that
article in full, but, as the paragraphs above quoted
insinuate inconsistency on my part, and as I have
a more or less honorable musical reputation to protect (less, according to some stick-in-the-mud
"musicians" who are on the watch for tlaws in 1t), I
am duty-bound as well as entitled to reply. Besides,
as your MusrcAr, REvmw is, as a matter of fact, one
of the best and brightest. of its class, it will be
worth while for me to explain the matter to a circle
of musical readers which perforce must be bolh large
and intelligent. In the case of the majority of .
music journals, I would not waste on them the time
it takes to write.
The following extract from my article above alluded too, will explain itself:·
So far as I can learn, I was the first in this country to inaugurate giving lessons in harmony by mail. Several prominent
musicians have since followed me in that work. I was first
prompted to this method by the large number of inqniring letters on all sorts of musical subjects I received from music
students throughout the country, who had become acquainted
with me by means of my published writings on musical topics.
I formulated a course of written lessons in harmony, which
gave satisfaction to many intelligent, advanced music students,
as their letters in my possession will testify.
Later, being well assured of the .success of my harmony
course I added written courses in piano-playing and in my
speciaity, the voice, advertising extensively. But I have since
proven, by practical experience (and a little prac.tice is more
effective than a great deal of theory), that music lessons by
mail, to be taught systematically, as oral lessons might be, are
sure to fall short of the expectations of both teacher and pupil.
Somewhat of an exception may be made of hannony lessons
by mail. '£he study of harmony, at best, is largely conducted
by written lessons and written exercises. In no sense can the
study of piano or the voice be properly studied by written exercises. Yet the music-studying portion of the people are apt
to mistake the true office and character of harmony lessons.
They are prone to believe that anybody can learn harmony by
a course of written lessons, whereas each pupil ought to have a
certain capacity and receptivity for the study. Some music students are more adapted to it than others. The fittest student~,
of course, learn easier and more thoroughly than the dull ones.
It cannot be justly claimed that written are fully as effective
as oral lessons in harmony. Even in my written lessons I had
no specially set course; bnt adopted a distinct method for each,
student, in accordance with his or her peculiar needs. The true
use of written lessons in harmony is to furnish the student, who
does not reside in a town or city whe1·e first-class oml instructions
in this bmnch may be hart, with the next best means of acquiriug
it. Those who look upon harmony lessons by mail in any

other light; have a wrong idea of their character and purpose.
r have no hesitation in assuring the reader that first-class oral
instruction ii!! better than any written lessons. But it is better
to study by efficient written lessons than by incompetent oral

instructions ; better to gain some knowledge of harmony than
remain in ignorance of it . Frequently, the music student will
come to a point in his written lessons where he will feel the
lack of oral instruction to explain away the knotty points. But
this must be bridged over as well as can be by written questions and answers, which must paHs between pupil and teacher

Since publishing my experience of music lessons
by mail, the majority of my harmony pupils would
not hear of my cutting them off, for some of them
asserted that. they were making with me more substantial progress in harmony, counterpoint and
practical composition, than they ever did from
books and other teachers.
I studied musical theory with an eminent German
professor, who used to take several weeks to tell me
what, after all, I used to have to worry out and learn
for myself. Since then, I have helped many pupils
by that same light, which my own study brought to
bear on knotty . points. My method in teaching
harmony is distinctly a method of my own. Oral
lessons are better of course, than any written lessons can possibly be. But, I wish you could see for
yourself the progress which some of my advanced
students in harmony have made with me by correspondence, and afterwards with me orally.
Please note that:
1. I do not accept every mail pupil who applies
for lessons.
2. I have all my pupils by mail pay only for each
lesson, and not by the term or numbers of lessons,
unless they prefer it. Then I can shut them off
just as soon as I see that the Divine will never intended them to learn harmony. To me, it would be
worth $50.00 a lesson to try to teach such pupils.
3. It is the abuse and not the use of the correspondence system in harmony which is wrong. I
do not believe any other branch of music teaching
but harmony and musical theory ean be properly
and squarely conducteri by mail. Though I see the
music lessons by mail system has just taken on
another phase in the new "Chautauqua Musical
Heading Club," headed by Musical Doctors Root
and Palmer, and three real professors, and advertising a" four years' course" in musical literature,
by mail. Just imagine the postage stamps wasted
in a" four yea·rs course!" Enough to buy a whole
musical library for the student's self, and pay for
time to read it. What do you think of it?
To teach harmony by mail by the selecting of pupils, and to teach it thoroughly with a method for
each pupil, takes a great deal of time and writing,
because only a small portion of the lPssons can be
manifolded. Therefore, there is com para ti vel v little
money in it.
·
Compared with the published text-books and with
the methods of most teachers of theory, my method
in harmony and counterpoint is "simple and
unique" as the advertisement in the Folio (which
I had most forgotten), says: knowing that I own a
good thing, I do not propose to let it die, therefore
yon shall hear from it later in enlarged and improved form, though I still believe that,· in the
majority of instances, music lessons by mail are a
humbug.
Respectfully yours,
GEoRGE 'r. BuLLING.
NEw Yorm:, Aug. 14, 1883.
-------·~-------

THE ST. LOUIS FAI.R.
~Twill be worth the while of our r·e aders who

can spare the time to attend the next (23d
annual) fair of the St. Louis Agricultural
and Mechanical Association, which will
begin on Monday, October 1, and close Saturday, October 6.
The grounds have been enlar~ed by recent purchases on the west side, givi..1.1g
ample room for the Agricultural and Mechanical
displays, which last year exceeded the limits assigned them.
The improvement of the roadways has been completed, and the Fair Grounds can now show an unmterrupted extent of road in as perfect condition
for driving as m0dern science can devise. The
drainage of the whole area is perfect.
'the new Grand Entrance at the southeast corner
of the grounds, on Grand Avenue and th~ St.
Charles Plank Road, has been erected 0._11 an entirely new design, with ample ticket offices and
turnstiles similar to those at the Philadelphia Centennial, and waiting rooms and ladies' dressing
rooms, which will be a great additional accommodation. This improvement alone represents an
outlay of $21,000.
The lake has been enlarged to double its former
area; a great many additions have been made to
the constantly increasing collections of the Zoological Garden, and the Association claims that in
every department additional attractions and improvements will be noticed. The sum of $45,000
has been spent during the last year in material improvements alone.

All of the old features, which have made the Annual Fairs celebrated not only in the United States
bnt throughout the whole world, have been retained,
the premium list has been enlarged, and it is confidently predicted that the coming Annual Fair will
surpass all of its predecessors.
The Association has appropriated $50,000 for premiums and this amount has been considerably enlarged by the offer ofprivatepremiums Ly some of
our public-spirited CJtizens. The "Veiled Prophets" advertise for Tuesday, October 2, "a grand
nocturnal pageant drawn from the gorgeous dreams
of poesy, illu&trated with all the resources of art,
and exceeding: in beauty and magnificence anything
ever dis,plaJ.ed in America; and will concl.ude wit?a theatnc display of tableaux and a musiCal festival unequaled in the annals of the continent," and
it is also ~promised that the commerce of St. Louis,
Friday, October 5th, 1883, under the auspices of the
M. & M. D. A., will unite in a grand nocturnal pageant illustrating the gi~ntic industries of the
metropolis of the valley. The parade will include
floats from every department of business, and the
display will be one of unique magnificence. Much
reduced rates of transportation have been obtained
on all the railroad and steamboat lines leading into
St. Louis.
·
Mr. Festus J. Wade, the efficient and gentlE>manly
secretary of the Association will impart to all enquirers any additional information · desired.
\Ve shall, of course, be pleased to see any of our
friends from a distance who may be in the city
during fair week.
MUSIC IN ST. LOUIS.
AT THE Pickwick, Robyn's opera "Afanette" held the boards
for one week. The librettr1 is absurd without being funny The
opera is not likely to live after it leaves the protecting wings
of the "Alpha Council of the Legion of Honor, " although, as
a first effvrt, it is creditable to Mr. Robyn's talent.
ON THE eve11ingof Angnst 11th, the anniversary of the Battle
of Wilson's Creek. General Lyon Post, G. A. R. gave a concert
and fireworks at Sch naider' s Garden. 'l'he concert was preceden by a purade of the Tredway Rifles" which seemed to
interest the '' sisterf<, cousins and aunts'' of the youthful heroes.
As for us, however, we have such a mortal aversion for
showy shams, among whom we cannot help !Jut class the
"soldiers in peace and citizens in war" who make up the bulk
of volunteer militia companie!'O, that we preferred to sit at a distance even if (in order to do 110 without being bored to death by
officious waiters who pretended to mistake for calls every second remnrk we made to the friends with us) we han to order
and drink, or at. least pretend to drink, the very worst beer
which is served anywhere in the city of St. Louis. Parenthetically, we must say thi~ in favor of Tony Niederwieser, the
lessee of the garden, that. seeing he u es such poor stuff, he
is very con!liderate of the health of his patrons in serving only
half-sized glasses, a little less than half-full. To return to
the drill, the bold warriors occupied something more than
an hour with the exhibition of their martial prowess, and as
a result nc!Lrly one-half of the mnsical programme had to be
abandoned. 'fhe music was fumished by the Arsenal Band
and the West End Quartette. A quartette, however good,
is too weak to make satisfactory music in a large garden with all
its attendant noises, necessary and unnecessary, and to say that
the West End Quartette failed to do itself justice, is only the
truth. It presented however the only original feature in the
music of the eveuing, a pretty serenade by one of its members,
Mr. E. A. Becker, the words of which appear elsewhere in this
number. Mr. Lewis, the leader of the Arsenal Band seems to
have a sperial talent for securing the worst orchestrations of
patriotic and national airs.
Hail Columbia" as given by his
band had, to use the expression of a we'll-known musician who
sat near us, "as mo.ny wrong chords and false progressions
as a dog has fleas." It strikes us right here that we have not
yet heard a satisfactory arrangement for ~.:eed band or orchestra
of this national hymn. True the air is commonplace, but so
long as it is recognized alil national it would seem to deserve a
correct harmonic setting, and we suggest to all whomJt may concern, that a first class orchestration of "Hail Columbia" is a
desidemtt£m which they should hasten to fill.
11

11

11

'£HE St. Louis Critic of the 25th ultimo remarks: Among our
exchanges, there is none that we value more than KUNKEL's
MusrCAL REVIEW. It is certainly what it claims to be, the
largest and best of the musical magazines; and, considering
its E'xcellencies, the cheapest as well." Many thanks for this
kind expression of what we honestly believe to be a fact.
Mrss ST . Qui'NTEN is meeting with deserved success at the
Spanish Fort," New Orleans, She has introduced into two ·
of the operas of her repertoire" Yes, or No," the vocal waltz
published in our July issue, and Epstein's The Stolen Kiss,'
given to our readers some months since.
11

11

THE Cincinnati Exposition, spoken of by our Cincinnati correspondent, will doubtless be worth seeing, and it may interest our readers to know that
the Vandalia Line is selling round trip tickets, good
for 15 days, for $12.00. The Vandalia is the only
line from St. Louis running Pullman cars into Cincinnati, and it lands passengers at the Plum street
depot, in the very he'a rt of the citv. Our friend
Colburn, the genial and obliging~ will give all further informatwn at the Ticket Office, 100 N. Fourth
street, St. Louis.
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NEW MUSIC.

OUR MUSIC.
"STELLA, Scene de B:tl." (Waltz) G·ustave Satter.This composition of the great pianist is one with
which he has delighted the most critical audiences
of two continents. There are two editions of this
waltz published, the edit·ion de salon, here given, and
the concert edition which is considerably more difficult of execution and to which only piano virtuosi
can do full justice. Satter is an excelle nt composer
and this composition shows him at his best.
"THE BRmGE". . . . . . ........... . ..... Laily Carew.
This song, as originally written showe d in almost
every bar that it was the work of an amateur, unskilled in the art of composition. Many of its
faults were such as only a scientific musician was
likely to discover; but one, its: repetition of the
same phrase over and over made it wearisome and
monotonous to all, in spite of the spark of inspiration contained in. that strain. Its popularity was a
proof that a bit of good melody will go a long way
with the public, if wedded to really poetical words.
In this edition, the song has been carefully revised
by MR. CHARLES KuNKEL, and so improved by the
addition of an entirely new middle part, and by a correct accompaniment, that great artists who would
never sing it in its original form hav~ thought it
worthy of a place in their repertory . This revised
edition is dedicated to Mr. Alfred Poindexter, the
basso cantante, director of music at the Compton
Avenue Presbyterian church, St. Louis.

"I. PuRITAN!"

Fantasia by Carl Sidus.-Here again
Sidus has given an example of his remarkable skill
in adaptation. No other fantasia on I Puri 'ani of
the same degree of difficulty, is really so effective as
this.
ANDANTE from Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, for
piano by Carl Sidus.-Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
is the most popula~ of all and by many pronounced
the most beautiful. As our readers probably have
an opinion upon the subject and might not indorse
ours, we shall not discuss the question at present,
but will only say that the Andante; which is doubtless the gem of this symphony has been here arranged by Sidns in his usual skillful manner.
"CoME TO THE DANCF.."
Paul Henrion.-This
composition forms a fine contrast in its style to
"T.he Bridge." "The Bridge" is pensive and sad,
while this is full of melodious gaye ty . Our readers
can sing the song in the original French, or in the
excellent English and German versions, which we
present to our readers. The German is from the
skillful pen of Mr. E. A. Zuendt.
STUDIES. Duvernoy.-Revised and annotated by
Charles Kunkel. We give our readers this month,
two studies, No. 10 and 11 of the second book of
Duvernoy. We take this occasion to repeat that
the two books of these celebrated studies, with all
the revisions as they have appeared in the REvmw,
may now be had in sheet form . This edition is not
only incomparably the best, but it is also the
cheapest.
The different pieces in this number c ost, in sheet
form:
·
·"STELLA." V ALSE-Satter .... . ........ .. ..... $1 00
ANDA~TE from Beethoven'sFifth Symphony,
for piano, by Sidus . . ........ . ............ .
35
'f PURITA~I F ANTASIA.-8-idu.~ . ......... . .. . .
35
.,., THE BRIDGE."-Carew .......... . . . .. . .... .
35
"' CoME TO THE DANCE."-I-lenrion ..... ...... .
35
STUDIES.- (Worth) .... . .. . . .. .... . .. . .. . ... .
40
$2-80
Total ,

PREMIUMS TO KUNKEL'S MUSICAL REVIEW.

Among the latest of our issues we wish to call the special
attention of onr readers to the pieces mentioned below. We
will send any of these compositions to those of our subscribers
who may wish to examine them, with the understandin~ that
they may be returned in good order, if they are not smted to
the1r taste or purpose. The names of the authors are a sufficient guarantee of the merit of the compositions, and it is a
fact now so well known that the house of Kunkel Brothers is
not only fastidious in the selection of the pieces it publishes,
but al so issu es the most carefully edited, fingered, phrased,
and revised publications ever seen in America, that further
notice of this fact is unnecessary .:
PIANO SOLOS. ' I =
CHOPIN'3 BEST THOUGHTS, selected, revised, and carefully fingered (foreign fingering), by Chas. and Jacob Kunkel:
Thine Image, Romanza .. .... .... .. ... ... .... .. ... F. Chopin$ 75
First Love ......... .. ..... ........... . .. .... .. .. . F. ChfJpin
60
Will o' The Wisp (Caprice Etude) .. . .. .. . ... . . . . .F. Chopin
75
Consolation ... .. . .. .... .. . . . .. . ... . . . . ... . ·. . . . . ... F. Chopin
50
3pring Waltz ... .. .... . .. . .... .. ... . ... . ... .. ... .F . Chopin
3:)
Summer Waltz . . . ... . ... .. .. ... ... . . . .. ... ... ... .. F. Chopin
!'l-'i
Autumn Waltz ..... .. .... ... ........ ... .... ... F. Chopin
50
Awakening of Spring (Polka Caprice) .. ... .J. J. Vmllmecke
60
Angelic Chimes Reverie ... . ... . ... ... .. . .J. J. Vmllmecke
50
Valse Caprice (Summer Sky) . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .J. J. Vmllmecke
GO
Sadia Schottische ..... . .. . . . .. . . . . ... . Lysandra Clemmons
3-'i
Beads of ChampA.gne (Polka Ca ~ ·rice) ..... . .. Ernest Schuetz
60
Satellite (Polka de Concert) . . .............. .J. C. Alden, Jr. 1 00
Tales from the Vienna Woods Waltz, written for and dedicated to R. Josetfy, Strauss, (Grande Paraphas~ de
Concert) . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . ......... .Jul·ie Rive-King 1 50
Dreaming by Lhe Brook (1Jforceau de Concert), R. Goldbeck 1 00
En Avant (Galop) . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. ..... .. .... .. R. Goldbeck
50
La Varsovienne ..... . .... .. .. . . . . ... . . . ... . . . .R. Goldbeck
5'l
The Military (March) ........... .. ..... . .. ... .R. Goldbeck
50
Murmuring Waves (Reverie) . . ... . .. .. ... .. . .. .R. Goldbeck
50
Spanish Students (Caprice) .... ...... . .. ..... . R. Goldbeck
50
Spring Dawn (Polka Caprice) ... .. ... ... . E. Schaeffer-Klein
60
Wood bird Polka . ..... . . . .... .. . . . . . . .. . .E. SchaejJe1·-Klein
60
Memory' s Dream (Fantasia) ... . .. .. ..... . . .. . .J. R. Ahalt
60
Titania (Caprice-Valse) ... . ......... . . . ..... William Merkel
75
Twilight l'lfusings (Reverie and Walt~) ... . . .. E. F. Johnson
50
Gavotte in A minor, as performed by Julie Rive-King at
her concerts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. F. Brandeis
75
Stella (Valse de Concert), (Edition de Salon) . .. . .. . G. S atter 1 00
Valse G ~tprice (Gmnde Valse de Concert) . . . .. . A. Strelezki l 50
ctavotte (m G major) ... .. ... . .. .. .... ...... .. A. Strelezki.
60
Flash n.nrl Crash (Grand Galop) .... .. . .... . . ... S. P. Snow 1 00
Vita (Valse Caprice) .... . .. . . . . . . .. .... . .. .Dr. E. Voe1·ster
50

KUNKEL'S ROYAL EDITION ~
bf Standard Piano Compositions with revisions, explanatory

text, ossias, and careful fingering (foreign fingering) by
Dr. Hans Von Bulow, Dr. Franz Liszt, Carl Klindworth,
Julie Rive-King, Tbeodo•· l{ullak, Louis Kohler, Carl
Reinecke, Robert Goldbeck, Charles and Jacob Kunkel,
and others.
A Starry Night. . ..... ......... . ....... .. .. .. . Sidne11 SmithS 75
La Baladinc ...... .. ..... ..... .. .. . ... . . .... Ch. B. Lysberg
75
Warbli11gs at Eve .... .. . .. ........ ... .... . . B1'inley Richards
50
Monastery Bells. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . ... Lejebure Wely
50
Return of Spring ... ..... . ... ... .. ... .. . .. Theodore Mmlling
75

~~1~~~~it:g ·_·_·_·_·_ ::.· :: :.·::: ·:::::::.:::::: : : :::.~~~~~iifgij
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Heimweh (Longing for Home) ... .. .. ... .AZbert Jungmann
3'i
Chant du Berger .... ... . ... . . . ....... . ....... .. M. de Colas
4.0
L' Ar&'entine Mazurka (Silver Thistle) . .. . . .Eugene Ketterer
75
Bon me Doon and Bonnie Dundee (Fantasia) . . Willie Pape
75
Nocturne in D flat (Bleeding Heart) . . . .......... . .. . Dmhler
60
Grand Galop de Concert . . . . . . . ". . .. ...... ... . E. Ketterer
75
Teachers will please remember that these pieces need only
to be seen in their new dress, to secure for them at once the
recognHion of being the finest edition extant.
·
'l'he Royal edition will eventually comprise all the classical
as well as modern compositions, and its numbers will be advertised in the REnEw as they are published.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
A full line of the pieces included in this edition is kept by

the houses mentioned below, who are our agents for its sale.
Teachers and others can examine them there, and both they
and th e trade will be supplied by thef!e firms at precisely the
same rates as by us:
·
H. AHLRICH, Cleveland, Ohio.
PANCOAST ALLEN, Wilmington, Del.
W. H. BONNER & Co., Phila.delphia, Pa.
E. D. BUCKINGHAM, Utica, N. Y.
BRENTANO'S LITERARY EMPORIUM, New York City.
H. E. COJPER, Petersburg, Ill.
CONOVER BROS, Kansas City, Mo.
FRANK H CHANDLER, Brooklyn, N. Y.
OLIVER DITSON & Co., Boston, Mass.
DENTON & COTTIER, Buffalo, N.Y.
DAYNES & COAT.TER,Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. F. ELLIS & Co., Washington, D. C.
D.P. FAUJ,DS, Louisville,~_ Ky.
IGNAZ FISCHER, Toledo. uhio.
H. A. FRENCH, Nashville, 'l'enn.
GoGGAN, 'rHoMAS & Co., Galveston, Texas.
GIBBONS & STONE, Rochester, N. Y.
LOUIS GRUNEWALD, New Orleans, La.
C. A. GRISWOLD, Hartford, Conn.
M . J. D. HUTCHINS, _
Springfield, Mass.
J , H. RIDLEY, Albany, N.Y.
H. KLEBER & BRO., P1ttsburgh, Pa.
S. R. LET,AND & SoN, Worcester, Mass.
LEITER BRos., Syracuse, N. Y.
LYONS & HEAT,Y, Chicago, Ill.
MILWAUKEE MUSIC Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
GEo. D. NEWHALL & Co. Cincinnati, Ohio.
T. H. SCHNEIDER., Columbus, Ohio.
PHILLIPS & CREW, Atlanta, Ga.
A. HOSPE, JR., Omaha, Nebraska.
H. B. RONEY, East Saginaw, Mich.
A. SHATTINGER, St. Louis, Mo.
C. T. SISSON, Waco, Texas.
M. STEINERT, New Haven, Conn.
M. STEINERT & SONS, Providence, R. I.
SHERMA~. CLAY & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
OTTO SUTRO, Baltimore, Md.
V. WALTER, Alton, Ill.
A. W ALDTEUFEL, San Jose, Cal.
J. P. WEISS, Detroit, Mich.
E. WITZMANN & Co., Memphis, Tenn.

Every yearly subscriber to KUNKEL'S MUSICAL REVIEW will,
upon sending ten cents additional to prepay postage,
receive as a premium either Kunkel's Parlor Album No.1 and
Kunkel Bros.' Album of Music, or Kunkel's Parlor Album No.2
and Kunkel Bros.' Album of Music (for contents see below).
Parties preferring both Parlor Albums, will receive same as
premium upon payment of 50 cents additional.
Subscribers for six months may choose either of these
boob.
Yearly subscribers preferring other premiums than above
Albums m ay selec t $1. 25 worth of sheet music from our extensive premium catalogue. Six months' subscribers 75c. worth
of sh eet music from our extensive premium catalogue. In
selecting music in excess of premium enclose the difference.
Our complete premium catalogue will be mailed free of charg<l
upon application.
KUNKEL'S PARLOR ALBUM No. 1.-128 Pages; $20 worth of Music.

CONTENTS-VOCAL.

I Love But 'L'hee (English and German words) ......... . Robyn.

The Parting (duet; English and Italian words) .... 'l'amburt tlo.
Bliss All Raptures Past Excelling (vocal walLz) ....... . Robyn.
Leave Me Not Lonely ................................ Tamburello.
The Wedding Day (English and German word:>) ........ . Bidez.
Angels' Visits ... ; ....................................... . Melnotte.
The Stolen Kiss (English and German words) ........ . Epstein.
'L'he Penitent's Prayer .................. .. . . ........... . Kunkel.
The Brightest Eyes ............•••....••.... . ............. Stigelli.
Why Arel'toses Red? (Eng., Italian, and Ger. words) . . Melnotte.
INSTRUMENTAL.
Norma (operatic fantasia, with lesson) ................... . Paul,
11 'l'rovatore (operatic fantasia, with lesson) ............. . Paul.
William Tell (operatic fantasia, with lesson) ............. . Paul.
Martha (oper~tic fanta~ia) ... : .......................... : .. . Pi:ful.
Bubblmg Spnng: (capnce, w1th le ~ son) ............. . Rwe- f{mg.
Gem of Columb1a (grand galop, w1th lesson) ...... ..... s~ebe1·t.
Skylark Polka (with lesson) ..................•.......... . Dreyer.
Shower of Rubies (tone '(>Oem, with lesson) •........ . P1·osinger.
Maiden's Longing (rever1e, with lesson) .............. Goldbeck.
Love's Devotion (romanza, with lesson) ..•........... Goldbeck.
The First Ride (galop) ...........••...•..•...••............ Sidus.
Cuckoo and the Cricket (rondo) ......................... .. Sidus.
Waco Waltz ............................................... Sisson.
The Jolly Blacksmiths (caprice, with lesson) ............. . Paul.

KUNKEL'S PARLOR ALBUM No. 2.- 128 Pages; $20 worth of Music.

CONTENTS-VOCAL.
Thou'rt Like Unto a Flower ...••..•••• ..•••.•..••••• • Rubinstein.
lie cause I Do (Ballad) ................................... . Molloy.
I Dinna Ken the Reason Why ........... ............... .. Foulon.
IIeart Tried and True . .................................. . KunkeZ.
Come ,Again, Days of Bliss ....•••.................. . SchleijJa1·th.
One Little Moment More, Maud (Ballad) ........... . . Estabrook.
Row, Slumber, Love (Barcarole) ................ .. Rembielinslci.
Life's Lights and Shadows ........................... ..... Robyn.
When Through Life (Duet or Solo) Concert Waltz.Schonacker.
INSTRUMENTAl,,
Twilight Reverie (with lesson) ....•.•......•••••.•••••• Goldbeck.
Dream of the Lily (with lesson) ...................•••.. . Hertel.
Traviata (Operatw Fantasia-with lesson) ........•.•••.. . Paul.
'L'wilight ML.sings (Reverie Waltz-;-with lesson) .••... . Johnson.
Beads of Champagne (Polka Caprice) ..•.............. Schuetz.
Careless Elegance (Qmckstep) ....•••.•.•........... Schle:lffm·th.
Shepherd's Morning So~g (Idyl) ..•.•••••••......••....... . Paul.
Summer Sky (Wal.z-wlth lesson) ••..••••...... . •••• Voellmecke.
Ashes of Rose i! (Valse Caprice) .....•••...•........•••• Goldbeck.
Echoes of the Woods (with lesson) ........................ Paul.
Angelic Chimes (An Evening Reverie) .............. Voellmecke.
'I.' he Banjo (Ethiopian Sketch) ........................ • Melnotte.
Peep o' Day Waltz ....................................... Rochow.
SpringWaltz .......................................... ... Chopi11.
Summer Waltz ............................................ Chopin.
May Galop . .................................. , .. _......... Sisson.
IN'3TRUMENTAI, DUETS.
The Cuckoo and the Cricket ....••••••••.....•..••••.••. •• Sidus.
'I.' he Jolly Blacksmiths.........................
• ....... Paul.
Love's Greetings (Schottische) ....................... .. Siebe1·t.
Gem of Columbia (Galop) .... , ......................... • Siebert.
KUNKEL BROS.' ALBUM OF MUSIC-64 Pages; $12 worth of Music.

CONTENTS-VOCAL.
Within a l\Iile of Ed~nbor?' ~o~n (Scotch Ballad) ...... s~otch.
I Heard the Wee B1rd Smgmg.................. George Linley.
Chiligowalibedory (Comic) ....................... • H . ..4. Saxton.
Put your Trust iu One Above ................. .. . E. E. Rommega.
The Cot on the Hill (Die Huett auf dem Berg).Frank Lavarnie.
l!'i ve O'Clock in the Morning (Ballad) .•....•. •• ...•••.• Claribel.
Eva Ray-Ballad .................................... . Jane Eyre.
Fant•ie Powers-Song and Dance ..•.••....•.....••• . Eddie Fox.
How Can I Leave Thee (Ach wie ist's mreglich) ....•... Cramer.
When the Swallows Homeward Fly ............ .... Franz .Abt.
'Tis the I .as t Rose of Summer (Die Letzte Rose) ........ Flotow.
When the . Corn is Waving, Annie Deal' ...... Chas. Blamphin.
The Lass o'Boontree (Schoen Kate O'Boontree). G. Estabrook.
Home, Sweet Home (Suesse Heimath) .... Sir Henry R. Bishop.
Allie May-Ballad ........................................ •Holmes.
Little Birdie l\lay (Kleines Vreglein Mai) .......... .. Jas. Gree<H,
The Guard on the Rhine ...•••••••••.••••••...•.••••••• Wilhelm.
INSTRU!\IENTAL.
Shepherd's Bells-Idyl. ............................ .. Jean Paul.
Shakespeare Ma:rch .............. · · · · .............. Jacob Kunkel.
Harps m the Fa1ry Land- Romance ............. .... . Jean Paul.
Vis1tation Convent Bells ..........••....•..•...... . Jacob Kunkel.
Greetin~ to Spring (Salut au Printemps) .......... .. Albert !-utz.
Zeta Ph1 March ............... · ................... .. J. L. Btckok.
Shepherd's Return March .•• • • • ...•. • .. •...•.. .....• . Jean Paul.
Violets Blue ...............•. ··••••·•• .• ····· ••••.• Jacob Kunkel.
lAtuterbach Waltz ......... · • • • • · · · · · .. · · · ... · ···· •.•. Albert Lutz.
Philomel-Polka Elegante ...•• •. · · · ... .....•. ..... Chas. Kunkel.
Puck-Marche Grotesque .... . ··· · · · · .......... Claude Melnotte
Peari and Diamond Polka .. ··· · ········- ......... • .Henry Hahn.
Vp and Down on the Ebony.· .......... -· · . .....?..... Ste:lnway.

BOOKS.
Goldbeck's Harmony, elegantly bound ..................••
Goldbeck's Musical Science Primer . ..... . .................
The best text-books upon their respective sul'jecu
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STUDY.

\

~4

Susfttin the . eighth notes tltei'P full value and ph'Pa8ew_itlt 6oth hands alike.

GENERAL RBMABKS.-In the foUowtng atudlea, all notGs or chords marked with an arrow, must be struck hom tfie wrist, otherwl10 the a\t&ck (ott~ FreDOh
amotz German) will be clumsy. atiif and hard. After the notGs or chor?s so marked !have been struck, a strict legato must be preserved throughout. as indicated. Bf
~gato is meant the keeping down ot each key during the full length or time-value of the note, and until the following note is atruck. U often occurs that the 1 econd of
two chot'ds which immediately follow each other should be connected wHh the first almost legato.
'I o accomplish this, all the fingers of the first chord which are not used to strike the notes ot the second chord, should be held down on the note
. s of the ftnt chord,
until the second chord ts struck. The fingers so held down form a sort of pivot or fulcrum for the other fingers, which can then strike the followiDg chord with freedom
and elasticity. In order to assist the student to distinguish the notes which a.re to Corm the pivot and which must be played absolutely legato,_ they have, in these studte111
been connected by dotted lines with the following chord. Strict attention to these general remarks, and to the notes accompanying each study wlllla.y the foundation ot
. correct and elegant piano playing.
-
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Connect tkis G with the pPeceding rwte, F sharp, legato.
key G between t1te black keys.

J
rlris is ea8ily thJne by st:riking the
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'Po secu'Pe a sm.ooth and g-raoeful perfo1WW.nce of this study, it is aluoiol:utely
~cessary to hold the UYPist veTY loose.
'Phe lowe'P _finge~inlf .off~s very useful p-ractice jtYP tlte fl1Je .fingers in succession.

See Ceneral Remarks under Study No. 1.

DIE B .RUCKE
Re1Jised Edition as

N"UTI{f

Gerstel~.

by Patti, Nilsson,Kidl»gg and

German version by E. A. Zi:indt
Words by Longfellow.

1\'lusic by Lady Curew.
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·Mais tout se taii dans ta demeure,

. Ne sais tu pas que_Ia Murcie,
Q,ue Grenade et.lAndalousie

La brise seule an·ive ·et pleure

Ont envoy~ Ia plus j olie

Dans les grands arbres qu'elle effleure;

Des Manolas pour Ia Jotal

Tout est silence et j e. ·suis Ia!

Allons, e~fant,la nuit nous gagne,

Q,uand une voix douce et gentille

D~ja Mad'rid est .e n campagne,
t

Sortit du fond de Ia charmille
'

Pour voir danser Ia fleur dEspagne
Q,ui ne vaut p~s rna Juanetta!

...
••

Soudain parut Ia jeune fille
Qui repondit: oui, JQe voila! .

KUNKEL'S MUSICAL REVI EW, SEPTEMBER, 1 883.
I scarcely need speak of the work itself, as criticisms, re-.
views, and analytical essays abont it flooded America last
season. But on seeing it as a whole, I was impressed with this
fact-WRgner reaches his best and most natural vein in depicting human passions; his love scenes in ''Parsifal" far outweigh
the pompous effects of the various choruses of the 1st and 3d
acts. The temptation of Parsifal by beautiful women, and the
love-scene between himself and Kunctry are not so widely separated from Gades touches in "The Crusaders," but they must
be acknowledged to be even more masterly. 'l'he niece gains
enormously by the way in which it is mounted. Everything is
perfect and some effects ulmost magical. For example, in the
first and last actf:, when Parsifal seel~ his way through the
forest to the Castle of the Holy Grail, the forest )]loves on as a
panorama, but not in one flat (no joke here about F major) but
in a S·'ries of separate fiats moving simultaneously so that one
• can constantly look into the dt>pths of the wood. Th(m, in the
CORRESPONDENCE.
Cagtle itself, a "dawn" effect is intro<'l uced that is wonderful.
All through this act the effects oflight and shade are triumphs
ROME, ITALY.
of science. In the second act, the sinking of Klingsor's Castle
through the earth and its replacement with a garden of tropROME, ITALY, August 3d, 1883.
ical flowers is won<'lerful enough, but fnr more wonderful is
the surlden crash of everything at Parsifal's sign of the cross,
EDITOR KUNKEL'S MUSICAL REVIEW:To Bayreuth 1 was the first thought that came into my mind and the transformation of the rich garden into an arid desert,
as I left Leipsic and the pleasant company of the genial com- with only a few withered roses to show what has vanished.
poser Reinecke. In Leipsic I found rather an opposition to The theatre itself is nobly situated on the brow of a. hill, surthe Wagnerian dogmas, but all agreed that Wagner's "Parsi- rounded by trees and pleasant walks. It is not very large,
fal" would probably be well performed at Bayreuth, so off I holding only about 1, 500 people, or less. But it has a very deep
started. I found the little town not overcrowded. Since Wag- stage, which admits not only of great effef'ts ofperspec~tive, but
ner's death there is a noticeable decline in the fervor of his ad- also of large processions, and the intro<'luctiou of numerous
herents and a still more noticeable one in their number. Of acc~ssories. The audience refrained froll) applause entirely,
course I went to the tomb, but was admitted only after much until the close, when the pent-up approv11l burst forth with
difficulty. The devoted widow guards the tomb with jealous enormous vehemence.
·From Bayreuth my trip went chiefly through Southern Geraffection and scarcely will allow the public to see it . She has
absolutely severed all connection with the world and will not many. At Vienna I hearct the "Huguenots'' given in a regal
see even her father-Liszt. Every afternoon at 3 o'clock, she manner as regards stage effects. On the entrance of the Prinsits an hour by the grave, whatever the weather may be . Her cess, for examplE', there were over 2.'iO people and eight horses
devotion to her hu band's memory is so great that the towns- on the stage. The orchestra was very large and thorough.
But the singers were not very great, the stars of the troupe
people say she has gone crazy.
The performance which I .attended was one of the twelve being off on a vacation Two of the leading singers there are
"memorial performances" with which a committee of the rich- Materma ancl Winkelmsnn, both of whom I heard in Bayreuth.
est citizens of Bayreuth have decided to honor the composer's And speaking of that, I must put in a word &.bout a very pleasmemory. Every detail is attendect to with the strictness which ant interview which I had with Materna at Bayreuth. She was
characterized Wagner's own stage direction. Here is the pro- delighted to talk about our country, Rnd tears were in her eyes
as she spoke of her pleasant reception among us. If there
gramme in full:
WPre a manager who would have the bold ness to attempt German opera in grand style, I know that M!tterna woulrl consent
to another. but different, American tour. She can only be fnllr
understood and appreciated on the stage. She has something
of Janauschek' s style and pref:ence.
From Vienna I made a short run into Hnnguy, and was
amply repa.id by hearing several real gipsy orchestras at Bun a
-~Pesth . '!'heir music was peculiar and bf>autiful. The bands
consist of from eight to fifteen performers, all on string instruP .A.Fl_S::J:F .A. X...
ments, and not a note of music is seen in the orchestra. The
leader rises and begins a national tunc on his violin. the others
Ein Biihnenwcihfeslpiel von ~!CHARD WAGNER.
improvise powerful and weird harmonies. 'l'he first part of
each tune is slow and generally melancholy; th~ last part
becomes more and more rapid and ends in a frenzy of exciteDie von dem verewigtcn Mei ster· bis ins Einzelne vorbereiteten,
ment.
In Venice hart. the opportunity of hearing a grand serenade
12 offentlichen
Auff~hrungen
given to the Queen on the grand canal. It was a strangely
beautiful sight. In the center of the canal was a barge gaily
illuminated, bearing the orchestra and singers. This barge
werden statt.findeu am
moved slowly up the canal, rowed by some twenty men, and
stopped at given places to discourse certain pieces. The con8., 10., 12., 14., 16., 18., 20., 22., 21., 26., 28 und 30 Juli
cert laste<'l over two hours and the route was about two miles.
This i.s the programme of the places, and the pieces played at
1883.
each:
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Personen der Handlung in drei Aufziigen:
Amrortas • , llerr Reichmann.
Titurel • •
" Fuohs.
" SeCLria.
Gurnemauz •
Siehr.
" Winkelmann
Pars! raJ
GudehuA.
" Degeie.
Kilngsot
,. Fuchs,
Kilngsors' Zaubermredchcn:
Seohs Einzel-Srongerinnen:

1. Gruppe
II. Gruppe

l''rroulein Horson
"
Meta.
"
Herzog.
"
Andre.
Gaify.
{
B leo.
{

und Sop ran und Alt in zwei Choren, 24 Damen.
Die Brilderschaft der Gralsritter, Jiinglinge und Kuaben.

Ort der Handlung:

Auf dem Geblete und in der Burg der Gralshiiter
,Monsalvat"; Gegend im Charakter der nordlichen Gebirge des gothischen Spaniens.-Sodann Klingsor' s Zauberschloss, am Siidabhange derselben Gebirge, dem
arabischen Spanien zugewandt auzunehmen.

Beginn des ersten Aufzugs, 4 Uhi: .
"
" zweiten "
6~ "
·•
8.72
"
" dritten

1. FONDACO DEI TURCHI: Marcia reale, orchestra,
2 TRAGHETTO S. Stae: Sinfonia nell' opera Aroldo di Verdi,
orc·hestra.
3. Cl D'ORo: Te ttt m'amassi melodia di Denza, signorina
Pucci.
4. ERBER! A: Aria de Octabelht nell' opera Attila di Verdi, signorina de Benedetti.
5. BANCA N AZIONALE: (a) Giuramento nell' opera Orazi e Cw·iazidi Mercadante scuola eorale-(1>) Una notted'amore, duettino di Campana, signorine Mulliani e Znliani.
6. MUNICIPIO: {a)Sinfouia nell~ opera Za•11pa di Herold, orches.
tra-(1>) Dormi pure, romanza eli Scuderi, sig. Scan<'lianifc) Aria nell'opcra lu F..tvo1'ita di Donizetti, signorina
Petie h.
7. R. CoRTl<: D' APPELLO: Vieni al mar, barcarola a due voni
(parti raddoppiate)di Errera,signorine De Benedetti, Malliani, Merini e Petich.
8. CORTE DELL' AI,Btmo: Delizia, romanza di Beethoven, signorina Malliani.
·
9. Cl FoscARI: Dimmi che m'ami, aria di Palloni, signorina
Tivoli.
10. S. SAMUEI.E: Dnetto per mezzo soprano e baritono nell' opera Favorita di Donizetti, signori Petich e Seandiani.
11. BELLE ARTI; Divertimento per cornetta sopra motivi dell'opera Lneia di Donizetti, prof. Cavazza.
12. R. PREFETTURA: Lrt Zingara, ballata di Donizetti, signorina
Pucci.
13. GRAND HOTEL: Vorrei mori1·, melodia di Tosti, sig. Scandiani.
14. DoGAN A: Cavatina nell' opera Lncia, di Donizetti, signorina Mcrini.
15. GIARDINO REAT,E: Coro d'introduzione nell' opera Izabella
d' A m .qona di Pedrotti. scuola corale.

I clip the following accoun~ of ~.s.f.!'2.E.. the ~i~.~r~
pondent of the Rom m News:.
-·---- _
-~-"The programmeofthis serenade was most varied and wellchosen: among the artists and dillettanti, who took part in
the performance, I must notice Signorine Petich, 'l'ivoli, De
Benedetti, .Malliani, Zuliani, Merini, and Pucci, and Signor
Eintrittskarten zu Mk. 20 fiir den nummerirten Sitz sind
Scandiani, a baritone who is well-known and who has also
vom Verwaltungsrath der Biihnenfestspiele (Telegramm
sung on the London boards with success. The .~erenata started
Adresse Feustel, Bayreuth) und den bekannt gemachat 9 o'clock from the Fondaco dei Turchi. to the sound of the
ten ausw!l.rtigen Musikalienhandlungen zu beziehen.
Royal march, and went on by S. Stae, Ca d'Oro, the Erberia,
the Municipality, Ca Foscari, 8. Samnele, the Grand Hotel and
the Dogana to the Giardino Reale. 'l'he scene was what such
a
scene alwavs is in Venice, trul v magic; the lights, the music,
Adresse des Wohnungs-Comites, das unentgeldlich
the hundreds of gondolas, all following in wonderful order,
functionirt, ,Secretair Ullrich, Bayreuth,"
without the least confusion, the silent canals and the magnificent palaces, all make up an ensemble which it is difficult,
almost impossible to describe-it must be seen to be enjoyed
in rapture and in silence. Venice may be felt-it cannot be deNachtziige nach allen Richtungen.
picted."
The Queen came along the canal in her gondola at about 10
o'clock, and was greeted with the Italian National Hymn,
[NoTE.-The above is as nearly a .fac-simile of the original pro- which sounds like a lively quadrille. At 11 P. M. the scene
gramme, save in size-the original being three or four times changed very suddenly. A thunder storm came up, the wind
larger-as the type available could reproduce.-Edito1· K. M. R.] began to blow fiercely; and in a very few moments all the lights
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were out and every gondolier striving to reach home. Many
were the rapid races along little waterlanes, but no boats wer'e
upset (they never rl?'e) and everyone was good-humored.
I have been with section A of Tourjee's educational pRrty for
the last week, and have enjoyed their company heartily. In
Rome the four sections of the party have m1ited. All are well
and all seem to enjoy the trip although one would suppose
such an immense amouut of sight-seeing would wear them out.
In Rome they have e11joyed the gnidance of Mr. Russell
Forbes, a most enthusiastic and learned archroologist, who has
explained the ruins thoroug:1ly. The St. Louis party (Mr .
Gaty, Misses Rogers, Branch and others) are among the brightest of the lot, and their heartiness is contagious. An excellent
example of Italian ignorance of America came to light in
Adclsberg . A young gentleman. after scauningusclosclv, entere•1 into conversation with me in French and Italian. Ife desired to know if we were r eally Americans. I told him we
were. He insi ted we mn t be English. On my again assuring him to the contrary, he said: "'!'hey look very amiable."
I told him that they were so, and then the murder cam~ out;
he asked: ·• Are all Americ ·•n Indians like thes;e ?" I hadn't
strength left to gi vc a war-whoop.
Co~IES.
CINCINNATI.
CINCINNATI, Aug. 24, 1883.
EDITOR KUNKEL'S MUSICAL REVIEW:This has been a quiet month in the musical and amus0ment world, butj udging from the signs, September will be one
of the gayest months that the Paris has enjoyed for vears.
The old, with two new theatres will be opened, the Exposition
will be here in all its magnificence and the "Ordel' of Cinrinnat ·J s" will inau~urate a train of festivities far excelling
anything of th ~ kmd ever in nlged in in this country. Rex
has accepted an invitation from the order to be present anct
will arrive on ~ept. 5th, at the public landing. where the tn llitary and civic societies will be drawn up and while the salvos
of artillery announce his arrival, his Majesty with Cincinnatu~.
in a coach surrounded by retainers and cohorts will place
themselves at the head of the legions and proceed to the Exposition Buildings. '!'here the populace will pay their obeisance. On the 6th inst. the grand pageant of the order will
take place illu~trating on twenty-four magnific('nt cars or floats
familiar historical supject , with fidelity. Prominent citizens in mask will participate. '!'here is every indication that
the festivities of the order of Cincinnatus on the occasion of the
ad vent of his Majesty Rex, •lill be marked by a display of
beauty and excellence that will reflect credit on the taste, love
of the beautiful and liberality of our c:itizens. Then there is
the Exp?sition-that ·will e_xcel anything yet given in the
Queen City. Among the artists engaged are E. A. Lefebre the
French saxophonist, F. N. Innes trombone soloist, both of
Gilmore's band, Signor Alex Liberati and Walter Emerson cornetists. Currier's orchestra and band will be there of course.
Who ever heard of any really great musical success here
without Currier? From the East we have good reports of the
Cincinnati orchestra, with Brand at its head. Miss Dora Hennings of our city is winning laurels in the opera of Zenobia.
Mille. Clara Bernetta is enjoying her vacation at home here
Miss Josephine Riley will soon be a deb utnnte in opera. Rhe is.
now studying in Boston. On the hil1 tops lager, music and fireworks are rampant Currier is there of course, we mnst have
him. '!'hen there is the Kempa ladies' orchestra and He~sian
military band. Haverly's theatre will open up and they say
that it is something nice. The Hess opNa company commence the season. '!'hen Hauck's new theatre opens its doors
September 1st. It will seat 2.500 persons and can be emptied in
one minute, it has eight private boxes arranged and fitted up
in the most superb Paris style-places for two orchestras-one
in front and one beneath the stage. Two hundred incandescent electric lights give light, a net altogether it will be the
htmdsomcst theAtre in the city. '!'he Geo W. Newhall Music
Company has been fitting up its store in the most beautiful
and artistic manner. Its ceiling is su.perb, nothing in the citv
approaching it. 'Tis not music but 'tis the truth that we have
had eight murders and three suicides in the city in eight days.
Tmde is picking up. Do you know where it has already
picked up?
CAMELOT.
CINCINNATI.
[From an occasional correspondent.]
CINCINNATI, 0., Aug. 25, 1883.
EDITOR KUNKEL'S MUSICAI, REVIEW :-Since m V last there has
been but very little change in the musical situation here.
There have been some musical events bnt none sufficiently
brilliant to warrant much space iu your admirable paper.
'J'he "world renowned," (so the advertiser emblazoned them)
seventh regiment band of New York gave only one concert
at the Highland house on the 6th of Angust which was largely
attended by a highly intelligent audience that went away verv
much disappointed at the performance. The concerted numbers fell four short of what was expected from them and the
only soloist of the evening that pleased wfts a very young
man, named Currie who played his instrument (the trombone)
in excellent tone and with much grace. I hardly think they
w01~ld draw much of an audience were they to play here
agam.
Our ~reatest musical treats have been those splendid concerts g1ven by Currier's magnificent band in Bennett Wood!!
Park every Thursday afternoon and which are attended by from
two to four thousand of the most cultured people in our city.
Mr. Currier is indefatigable in his efforts to produce attractive
anct entertaining programmes and so far has succeeded in outstripping the endeavors of his predecessors by a large ma}oritu,
having renderect in snf!cession the overtures "Semiramide,"
'Oberon." "William Tell," "Der Freischiitz," "Othello,"
''La Gazza Ladra," "Mid Snmmer Nights Dream," ''Tannhauser" and other light ones, as well as selections from operas
of vanous character, 8onatas, and movements from different
Symphonies. Last Thursday they rendered entire Haydn's
1 tth "Symphonic Millitaire" in grand Htyle, making all the
fine points t.ell in exqusi.te manner. 'l'h'e arrangement of the
score was by Mr. Christian Henkel one of the principal clarinet
performers and an excellent musician.
Should any of your readers attend the coming Exposition
here in September they will have an opportunity of hearing
this most excellent organization as they give concerts in the
Exposition lmilding every afternoon and evening, and in order
to make the music a special feature Mr . Currier has engaged
for one week each, the following well known soloists: Sept.
lOth to 16th, Mons E. A. Lefebrt the French saxophonist;
Sept. 17th to 23d, Mr. Frederick N. Innes, the great English
trombone; Sept. 24th to 30th, Hig. Alexander Liberati the distinguilShed Italian cornetist; and October 1st to 7th, Mr. Walter
Emerson the brilliant American cornetist. In addition to these
Mr . August Stengler at one time a resident of St. Louis, and
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PREMIUM OFFER EXTRAORDINARY.

KuNKEL ' S pocKET METRONOME.
PRI CE,

8 2.00.

This Metronome is no larger than a lady's watch, can readily
be carried in the vest pocket, is always ready for use, simple in
its mechtLnism, and absolutely perfect ill its acti<•n. Desiring
at once to introduce it and to increase the circulation of
KuNKEL's Mu~JCAJ, REV IEW, we will give away a second lot
of 1 ,000 as premiums.

NOW READ OUR OFFER!

an elegant clarinet pl ayer, now solo clarinet with Currier, and
other artists equally fine, members· of the organization will entertain the crowds with solos. At S<>humann a little fellow
n11.med Bertie Schelly, twelve years old, is attracting some attention by rendering violin solos in connection with the ladies
orchestra engaged at this place We have had the pleasure
to meet Mr. Kunkel's a r tistic and genial friend Bruno Oscar
Klein, who is making a short stay here on his way to New
York. The gentleman played some of his original compositions for the piano to a few of us, which showed much thought,
vivid imagination, great breadth of Ideas and a scholarly manner of treatment, and greatly pleased those hearing him by his
masterly rendition. He will be a worthy adjunct t.o the musical fratE-rnity wherever he goes. As the winter season comes
on, I will keep the score open and note snch passages as may
be of interest to you and the readers of the REviEw.
Yours,
OCTAVE.

We will give one of these beautiful instruments to every
person who wm send us two new yearlv subscriptions and ten
WASHINGTON.
cents to prepay postage on the Metronome, until the entire
1,000 are exhausted. This is exclusive of the regular premium
WASHINGTON, D. C., Aug. 2.i, 1883.
offered with each subscription.
KUNKEI;s MUSICAl, REV !EW:-'l'here is little or nothFirst come, ti rst sen-ed! "The early bird catches the ingEDITOR
going on in a musical way here. The usual number of
worm!" Who'll be first?
church festivals are regularly announced and held, but their
chief attraction seems to be the gastronomic efforts of the visitors. The way some of those sinners ent "for the benefit of
the church" is an heroic exhibition of self sacrifice.
We have had one company from Germany; it consists of
eight men, and each one plays on a brass horn; as usual, the
smallest man blows through the largest horu; they play first
rat~ but ctLn't collect worth a cent. You see they always play
at a corner, and as soon as the fellow with tbe hat breaks ranks
to circulate around in the audience for stray coppers, the
audience begins to disperse and walk off in four different directions, and so the poor fellow's efforts to corral the crowd are
futile. .J told the leader to quit playing on the corners and
take up a station in the middle of a-square and then send out
two men with contribution boxes, and that he would in that
way catch them every time, but he could not get it through his
limr•e1·ger noddle . .
Then too, the Italian school is largely represented. They all
carry a.box with a crank, and whiJe the Italian maestro gnnds
the hurdy-gurdy, his assistant, one of the long tailed species,
collects the pennieR. One of them made a business for a while,
of standin~ under my window, while I was writing in the agonies of anmspiration, and giving me the benefit of "Wait till
the clouds roll by" by the yard. I stood it for a week and
then devised a scheme . to discourage the man. I heated a
penny red hot at the end of a stick, and when it looked nice
and new, tossed it out, of course the -monkey went f1'r it, bnt
did not put in his pocket.. All the scolding of the mus:cal director did no good. So he concluded to take it himself. As it
was too warm to hold he dropped it, and then a brilliant
idea struck him. He concluded to sit down on it and wait till
Two First Prizes American Institu te, New Y o rk, 1881. it cooled but he did not sit long, not as long in fact. as I exGrand Gold Me d a l from t h e St . Louis Merch ants Ex- pected he would, he must have had a rent in his trousers to
to excite such agility. The artist and I am not now on speakc h ange.
ing terms. "lie only glares at me, and has not bought a new
monkey yet. . As a matter of economy, he is his own monkey.
But I have come to the conclusion that there is nothing like
M RS. E. ALI N E O SGOO D,
competition touring out the best efforts of these schools.
The operatic association tried to get up a base ball -nine, but
<~S O P RAN O ~
as they were nE:arly all first and second basses, the scheme
fizzled.
Armstrong Bros.' minstrels played a short engagement at
Permanent Address, 121 North 33d Stre~t, Philadelphia.
Ford's Opem Hom:e, on the '20th, '21st and 22d. Jt is a new
company, only organized about two weeks ago, and started
from lndiant'lpolis. There is consiclerablc good material in it,
and you will have an opportunity of judging for yourself what
they are in about two m·o nths. Their first part is unique and
pretty, the people coming on the stage gradually instead of
being there when the curtain goes up . And in place of the
stereotyped parlor scene, this company gives its opening in a
plantation sketch. The company was well patronized aud deserves success. The managers of the two theatres are promising us the best of everything for this winter, and I for one,
will be only too glad to see an improvement in the class of
entertainment offered.
In yot:r July number, you give an interview with Lebrun on
funny incidents in the trade. I think if you will call upon
Wedding and Vuftlng Cardt,
those
of your acquaintances who preside at church organs, you
Writing Paper• and Envelopu,
can get some very rrarlable as well as amusing incidents.
~a Monograml ,. Initial#, and Crut1. ><P'
'l'o set the ball rolling, I will give you one or two to commence with. ln 1880, I had charge of St. Luke's P. E. choir
~-lt-: Men os anr Dinner Cards
~
'l'his is a colored church presided over by Rev. Dr. Crummel,
•t:
fl)e~~'•
a man of more than ordinary attainments. 'l'he choir was
'~oclt:s . Ce:ra·O•
made up of young men and women who had the sweet voices
peculiar to the race, 11.nd who were as a rule, very good readers.
The embarrassed ti nancia:t condition of the ·church, required
extraordinary exertions to relieve the pressure, and a sacred
concert was determined upon. The Rev. Dr. volunteered to
bring me rerruits suflicient to make up a good chorus, and he
kept his promise. Amoug those he brought, one was a Mrs.
Blank, who, he tuld me wa~; a good singer and a valuable acquisition. More as a matter of form than anything else, I
asked her whether she could read to which she replied affirmatively, as I had ex petted. for I had found that the majority of
~
the younger colored people read music very readily. i:io I gave
her a copy of the mu,..ic and assigned her a p lace in the choir.
She started out boldly the first time we went through the num608 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS.
ber, but soon snusided. 'l'he second time was bnt a repetition
of
the first, and 1 turned and said, "what.' s the trouble Mrs.
Finest and Largest Stock of Water Colors in the Blank,
can't you read it?" "0 yes" she said, " the reading is
West. Also, Oil Paintings, Engravings, Etc.
easy enough, but 1 can't make out what all these little black specks
(pointing to the notes) mean." It is needless to say she did not
participate in the concert. I learned afterwards, that her speFra ming P ic tures a n d Regilding a Specia lty.
cialty was the wash board.
The late Jacob Kunkel was a great fellow for practical joking.
When he was the organist at the Annu ::ciation church, the
economical streak was so strong, that frequently the agitator's
position at the pump handle had to be tilled b~' volunteers.
During the summer months this was n very serious matter to
the volunteers. T-his annoyed Jake very much, and one very
hot ounday night, he determined to bring the matter to a crisis.
He would not hear of any of his friends going to the bellows,
but instead, directed that the first response should be sung
without accompaniment, and to this end went to each individual and pitched the tone. When therefore the priest had
Uhrig's Cave H all
entered the service, the choir responded, but each member had
a different key. 'l'he effect was unique, to say the least; before
-ANDthe gloria was finished, Father Phelan, one of the best fellows
Ell eardSV il le H all. in the country, and at that time the presiding priest, rushed
up into the gallery and dem'l.nded to know why the organ was
F . H . WOOD , Manager.
not used. Jacob briefly explained the situation, and Father
Phelan rashly volunteered to manipulate the bellows. Whether
Leave orders at
Jake had anticipated this or not, he was immensely pleased
and mounted the beneh, crowded on all the organ he had, and
commenced the service, playing it slowly and deliberately, but
using all the wind possible. At the end of an hour we reached
517 OLIVE STREET

B. E. THONSSEN'S

~ ART EMPORIUM ~
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Dancing Academy,
"Wood & Co. ' s Music Palace ,
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711 Washington Ave.,

Handsome Toilet A.rticles!
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the sermon. The choir settled down to take in the teachings
from the pulpit, of course; and the Reverend Father emerged
from the bellows room completely used up, reeking with perspiration, his nice stiff collar all limp and wet, and he had evidently lost the run of the service. In fact there was a grave
suspicion that his utterances had not tallied with the Prayer
book for half an hour or more. But the result was, that an
assistant organist was appointed that week and well paid for
his work
Ask Charley Kunkel, Balmer or any of a score if your players
for their experience, and I' 11 warrant it will pay for the trouble.
S. H. J.

OUR CHAMPIONSHIP BASE BAll GAME.

Henry F. Miller
PIANOS.
J. A. Kieselhorst,

Not long since, there appeared in the Musica~ Courier, better
General Manager for St. Louis,
known as Steinway' s Hw·dy-Gurdy, the following parag-raph:
"Kieselhorst tells me that Charley Kunkel, of St. Louis, is
2706 Market Street.
ball mad, that is to say, he attends every base ball match in
St. Louis and is perfectly devoted to the game. I am glad to
hear it . When Kur.kel comes East next time he may have use
for his muscle, and a little experience in that direction will
benefit him very much. I suggest in connection with this the
JUST PUELIS::H:ED I
following base-ball club:
Pitcher ... ........... .. .. ..... ...... .. .. . ........ Charley Kunkel
Catcher ................ . .. . ... .. . . ....... . .. . .. ....... His Editor
(A good battery .)
First Base ........................................ Daniel F. Beatty
BOLLMAN'S
BOLLMAN'S
Second base ..... ............ .. .............. . . .. ~ylvester Tower
Third base ...... ..... ..... . ... ... ....... ......... . Weser Brothers
Short stop .............................. Swick, of Paterson, N. J.
Left field ........ . . .... .... . ...... ..... Markstein, of New York
Consisting ot Vespers, Magn!f!cete,
Center field .... .. . ... .... .. .. . . . . ......... ....... . R . A. Saalfield
A selection or Masses, Asperges,
Lucls Crentor, Ave Marls Stella• and
Right. field ............. . .... ....... ... Patterson, of Kalamazoo Ven! Crentor and Pieces of Offertory
P!eceo suitable for Benediction. Com·
posed, arranged and selected by H.
I recommend this as a remarkably brilliant team, that will and Benediction. Arranged and se·
Bollman.
be able to do .i ustice to th e game of base ball or any other game. lected by H. Bollman.
There are some'hard hitters in the club, some remarkable Sample Copy of either mailed to any address, postpaid, on
catchers, many muffers, several members that will batter any- receipt of $1.50. Address all orders to
one they can get a ..hold of, a few rapid runners who have had
H. BOLLMAN & SONS,
experience in running, and some who have been caught on
208 & 210 N. Fifth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.
the fly."
Now, Kieselhorst is a second George Washington and the inl!QrMASSES AND CATHOLIC CHURCH MUSIC A SPECIALTY.-.:lll
INTERIOR DECORATIONS.
formation he gave was entirely correct. What is more, we had
S::E:N:C FO~ C.A.T.A.LOCFt7::E:S.
in contemplation the organization of a REVIEW base ball nine,
J_ L_ ISAACS, and we thought it very kind of the Hebrew children to fix one
up for us, from those members of the trade who do not adverDECORATOR,
1~10 Olive Street,
Excelsior Building. tise in the columns of their paper. Judgment is an important
factor in a game of base ball and this exhibition of judgment on
Fine Art Ha.ngings a.nd Decorative Pa.inting. their part led us to unhesitatingly accept them as our nine.
Then we sent a challenge to Bloomy & Co. to play one game
Wall Pa.pers of all Grades a.nd Colorings.
for the musical base ball championship of the world. 'l'he
Hurdy-Gurdy club accepted the challenge and the game was
played at Washington, D. C., on August 15th.
The !Ittrdy-Gurdy club is constituted as· follows:
A new, permanent and beautiful
Wall Decoration, not effected by
~~\~~~~·.-:.·:.-.-.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.·.·.·.·.~~: .~.~~~~.~ .~~.~~~~~~~~t~~rg~Na
H~at, Cold or Dampness.
(A most excellent battery.)
PATENT GLACIER WINDOW DECORATION.
First base ........... ... . . . ... ... ............. ..... . C. F. Tretbar
OFFICE AND FACTORY:
A most perfect and durable substitute for Stained Glass. Second base . ............................... .. . . . Wm. Steinway
Third base, ................... . .. . ....... .... .10 per cent. Smith
486 TO 1500 H.A.RR l SON .A. VENUE,
WOOD CARPETS AND PARQUET FLOORS.
Short stop ....... ... ...... . ..... ...... ... . ..... . John C. Freund
European style in great variety of designs.
BOSTON,
MASS.
(Who is said never to let anything slip through his fingers.)
Designs for Decorating furnished. Skilled Artisans sent to Left field ..... ..... ..... . . . ... .... .. . . .. ........ Ed. Schuberth
Center field... .. . ................ . . .. ... . Charles Avery Welles
all sections of the country.
(Called in ;because of his abilities as change-catcher. lle
can catch more change than either of the children.)
Right field ....... . ................................. . Oscar Steins
For the details of the game, we refer to the subjoined Associated Press report:
L. ~.A.IJ:'EES,
WASHINGTON, D. C., Aug, 15, 1883.
The great game to· decide the musical base ball championship of the world, took place in our city to-day. Pres1dent
Arthur acting as umpire. Some thirty-five thousand persons
were present. The game, as is well known, was between the
Hw·dy-Gurdies, of New York, and the MUSICAL REVIEWS, with
headquarters at St. Louis. The latter won the toss and sent
the Hurdy-Gurdies to bat. 'l'he pitching of the St. Louis
pitcher was a puzzle to the New York team, and in the first inning the Mar kay, Floersheim and Tretbar struck wind, going
out in one, two, three order. For the MUSICAL REVIEWS.
Kunkel got first on a hot onE: to Stein way who made a bad muff
of it, stole second on a passed ball by Floersheim and was
brought home by Foulon' s three bagger. Beatty got first on callAcenta Wanted. .Correspondence Solleltecl.
ed balls and Foulon was brought home by a safe one by Tower
to left field which Schubert fumbled, allowing Beatty to run in,
and givini Tower first base . Tower attempted to run in but
was put out at the home plate. Weser struck out, and Swick
sent a fly to Welles who took it in, retiring the side.
In the second inning, 10 per cent. Smith sent a fly to center
ImportPrf'l nnil Wholp~nle nf'stl ers in
which was captured by Patterson. Freund was caught ouL on
a foul by the MusiCAL REVIEWS catcher, and Schubert, after hav{EBTAnUBIIED 1&56.)
ttl
ing two sttikes called on him, sen tone between left and center
A
which seemed safe, but which was taken in by Markstein , who
CRAND, SQUARE, AND UPRICHT
0
made,
probably,
the
finest
running
catch
that
has
ever
been
or
0
ever will be made on a ball field . Markstein was first at bat
(!J
in this inning for the MusiCAL REVIEWs, and struck the very
first ball pitched for a home run. Saalfield got first on called
~
Endorsed by all the Prominent Artists, Musicians, and
1-t
balls, was advanced to s~ond on n safe hit by Patterson and
Critics for Tone, TQuch, and Superior Workmanship.
~
both came in on Kunkel's two-bagger. Kunkel stole third and
got home on a passed ball, which the Mar kay threw to 10 per
The Highest Standard of Excellence Attained
cent. Smith, but which the latter failed to freeze to; Foulon
and Maintained.
A
sent a hot one which took the Hurdy-G'Ltrd·ies' pitcher in the
J%1
!'tomach and doubled him up like a pocket-knife, and, before
FACTORY AND WAREROOMS.
he could get himself open, Foulon was safe at first; he stole
1550 Tbird Avenue, Cor; 87th Street, New York.
second, then got to third on Tretbar's bad muff of Beatty's
CAUTION.-No connection with any other.house of a sim1lar name.
easy fly, and both he and Beatty came in on Tower's threeE-t
bagger; ·Weser struck out, Swick brought in Tower and got to
0
second ; Markstein struck for another home run bringing in
~
Swick but dying, on a dose decision, at the home plate. Saalfieldflew out on a foul which was gobbled by the catcher. 'l'he
game was jug-handled to the end, the only run made by the
~
Hurdy-Gw·dies being a home run by Welles in the ninth inning,
~
made under circumstances which provoked considerable hilarity. After two men had struck out, Welles struck one direct
~
Markstein who dropped it. He looked all around him for the
ST. LOUIS, MO. to
519 Olive Street,
sphere, while Welles ran on and was safely home before Markstein, accidentally stepping upon the ball, discovered that his
Falstaffian stomach bad concealed it from his eagle gaze. He
ADVICE TO SINGERS., will,
hereafter, when he plays ball, carry a looking-glass with
him,
with which to explore the space which he shades. The
BY A SINGER.
result by innings is as follows:
This little book is worth many times its cost to every teacher
Innings
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. .... 1 2 ~ 4 5 0 7 8 !
and student of music. It is designed for a pocket companion.
MANUFACTORY .AND W.AREROOMet
to be referred to daily, and as such will prove almost invalua- HURDY-GURDIES ..... .. .. .... ..... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1- 1
333 & S35 W. 36th Street,
ble. It may be obtained of book and music dealers geneerally MUSICAJ, REVIEW!!.. . . .. . . . . .. . ..... 3 8 5 9 7 4, 2 2 *-42
Between 8th and 9th .Ave!!.,
•
President Arthur, the umpirli, then presented the championPrice, flexible cloth, 75c. Sent by mail.
E. TOURJEE,
SEPARABLE UPRICHTS A SPECI LTY.
Music Hall, ·Boston.
ship pennant to the MUSICAL REVIEWS,

TWO NEW BOOKS
"Morning Service~" "[vening Service/'

LINCRUSTA WALTON,

·.·.

F.DEDONATO &

CO.

(u~RIG~TPrAN~~I
(ELLI~TENTS.)

DECKER &, SON,

PliiA.I1'TIOISI.

:r:

§

s

NEW YORK
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WHERE THE ACCENT CAME •

.:;;

J . HOWARD FOOTE,

<>

31 and 33 Maiden Lane, New York,
and 188 and 190 Btate Street, Chicago,

~

c:
m

~
Used
exclusively by
LEVY
ARBUCK'u,
and all
Artists.

I!OJ,E U. S.

AGENT

FOR

AND BAND INSTRUMENTS,
Genuine Turkish Cymbals, Etc.
Importer or Boehm, aud Meyer !~lutes and Piccolos
Cremona VIolin Strings, Artist VIolins and Bows, elc·

~t::~ra~~~~~~~~!ta~hee~~~N~~~~~~~~g.:~t~~rPi~~~

CLARIONA. CatalogU<B rr·ee.
MusicAL REVIEw.

Mention

KuNKKL'R

PALACE ORGANS,
The Best in the Wodd.
Six Grand Gold Medals and Eight Highest Silver
Medals within three years; a record unequaled by
any other manufacturer of Reed Organs in the
World. Send for Illustrated Catalogue to the

LORING & BLAKE ORGAN CO.,
W ORCESTER, MASS.

I·

W AREROOMS:

~

e"Poll

dellce Solicited.

-..e~·

~ ,.~

A.ge~te

II

II

WOODWARD & BROWN,
EST ABLISHED 1843.

Piaqoforte Maqufacturers
526 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.

II

I
E STAB LISHED :1850.

B. Shoninger Organ Comp'y,
MANUFACTURERS OF FIRST-CLASS

O~GANS & UPJ1!GHT PIANO -Fo~TES.
Facto ry Nos. 97 to 121 Chestn ut St.,

NEW HAVEN,

CONN.

BARREIRAS'
PIANO W AREROOIV1S,
N . E . Co r. Eleventh & Oli.ve Sts.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
PIANOS and ORGANS (new and second-hand)
Bought, Sold, or Exchanged. Pianos for Rent-$2.50
to $7.00 per month.

+--------------------~
B.a.-ve:n. ~ Ba.co:n.,
-NOW-

RAVEN PIANOS.
(EST .A.:SLIS H ED l. S 2 9 J

MANUFACTORY:
12 Washingto n Place ,

I13 E a stWAREROOMS
:
S,ixt eenth Stre et,

:N'E"'VV YOEX

CITY.

JtiY"Upr ig h ts a Specialty...,..

JAMES & HOLMSTROM,

os ": ,:.,

:MANUFACTURERS OF

.~~:~·. :PrW:N

233 & 235 East 21 st Str eet ,
Bet. 2d & 3d Aves.,
:N'E"'VV YOEX.

THE NINETY- FIRST PSALM.

630 Wa.hington Street, BOSTON. M..A.S S.

00~

T a trial in the court of King's Bench between two publishing houses, as to an al.1 leged piracy of an arran gem en t of " The
Old English Gentleman," T . Cooke was
·
called to the stand as a witness. On
~'\
cross-examination by Sir James Scarlett,
:
the counsel rather flippantly said:
"Now, sir, you say that the two melodies
are the same, but different. What do you mean,
sir?"
Tom promptly answered, "I said that the notes
' the two copies were alike, but with a different
in
accent."
Sir James, "What is musical accent?"
Cooke, "My terms are a guinea a lesson, sir."
(A loud laugh.)
Sir James, rather ruffled, "Don't mind the terms,
sir; I ask you what is musical accent? Can you
see it?"
Cooke, " No."
Sir James, "Can you feel it?"
Cooke, "A musician can." (Great laughter.)
f::lir James, very angrily, "Now, pray, sir, don't
beat about the bush, but tell his lordship and the
jury, who are supposed to know nothing about it,
the meaning of what you call accent."
Cooke, "Accent in music is a stress laid on a particular note, as you would lay a stress on any given
word, for the purpose of being better understood.
If I were to say you are an ass1 it rests on ass ; but
were I to say you are an ass, It rests on you, Sir
James.
Reiterated shouts of laughter by the whole court,
in which the bench joined, followed this repartee.
Silence being obtained, Lord Denman, the judge,
with much seeming gravity, accosted the chopfallen counsel:-" Are you satisfied, Sir James?"
Sir James (deep red as he naturally was) had become scarlet in more than name, and, in a great
huff', said, "The witness may go down."

HEN Russia was, in 1812, thrown in to consternation by the invasion of the French,
no one of the imperial household maintained a calm and composed spirit, under
the daily reports of fresh disasters, excernt Prince Gallitzin.
The Emperor remarked this with surprise, and one day while they were alone,
asked how it happened. The Prince drew forth
a small Bible from his pocket, and held it to the
Emperor, who stretched out his hand to take it,
when by accident the volume fell to the ground.
Being instantly picked up by the Prince, it was
found to have opened at the ninety-first Psalm:
"He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most
High, shall abide in the shadow of the Almighty.
I will say of the Lord, He is my refuge and my
fortress: my God, in Him, will I trust."
"Oh that your majesty would seek that refuge,"
replied the Prince, after his royal master and he
had read the passage together, and then hastened
from his presence.
The Emperor retained the Bible, and doubtless
read the Psalm to the end.
Shortly after, a day of supplication and fasting
was ordered by Alexander; and the Pope, as the
priests of the Greek church are called, whose turn
It was to preach before the Court, chose for his
text, the ninety-first Psalm, without having been
induced thereto by any hint from either the Emperor or his minister.
On the afternoon of the fast day.,. Alexander sent
to his private chaplain, desiring nim to come and
read a portion of the Bible to him in his t ent.
The chaplain came and commenced his d u ty with
the ninety-first Psalm.
"Hold! " cried the Emperor, rather offended by
what he nat urally concluded m u st b e the r esult of
collusion; "who desired you to read that particular
Psalm to me?
"God!" replied the chaplain, with great solemnity.
"How mean yon?" asked the Emperor.
To which the chaplain answered:
" Taken by surprise by your majesty's command
and feeling the high responsibility which would
rest on my choice, I knelt down and implored the
Almighty to guide me in the selection of Scripture
I should read in the event of your maj esty leaving
me without directions on the subject, and the
ninety-first Psalm was brought so powerfully to my
mind that 1 could not doubt that was the answer
.to my prayer."
·
The impression made on the Emperor by these
remarkable coincidences is said to have been deep
and lasting.-Musical Record.

JARDINE & SON,

ORGAN BUILDERS,
318 & 3 20 E a st 39th St ., N.Y.
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WHISTLING.

REMOV AI..,.!

A. SIEG-EL &

00.

GAS AND COAL OIL FIXTURES.

HE universality of the prejudice against
women whistling is an acknowledged fact,
and there are few localities, says the Musical R ecord, where one may not hear the
familiar rhyme :

Repairing and Furnishing Private Houses and Public Buildings a Specialty. Gas Fitting, Steam Fitting and Plumbing
promptly attended to and neatly done.

A whistling wife and a crowing hen,
Will call the old gentleman out of his d en .

Have Removed their Store TWO DOORS NORTH OF
OLD S'l'AND. New stock of

219 NORTH

NEVT

FIFTH STREET.

Tuition in music, $15 per quarter, with the ablest teachers.
This includes collateral advantages amounting to one hundred
and twenty-five hours of musical instruction in a single quarter, which is twice as much
is offered by any musical instiution in Europe. Students in the conservatory have access
to a library containing over 8,000 volumes on music. English
branches free. Pupils now received. Send for calendar.

as

E. TOURJEE, Music Hall, Boston.

;~·scH~IDLER:s:: --=··=·· *
li NEW PIANO SCHOOL.

t · ·==
l

::

Of course there are various versions, as, for instance, in Northamptonshire, where the peasants
say:
A whistling woman and a crowing hen
Are neither fit for God nor men.

ENOl-LAND

OONSERV ATORY.

i
:i

PRICE, $3.00.
Mailed free of postage for examination. Special
inducements to teachers for introduction.

il
GEORGE WILLIG & CO.,
.
+· :·:::::·: ::·:::::·:::~-~:·:-.-~ :~~:-.~~~~~~-~-~::~.~;:~- - ~~~~~~~~:~- ~.- : :+

BRIGGS . PIANOS.

The BRIGGS PIANOS are manufactured in the most
thorough manner, and are offered at as LOW PRICES as
will ensure a really good instrument.
All our Pianos at·e fully warranted for Five Years.

C. C.
BRIGGS & CO.,
WAREROOMS AND FACTORY:
1125 Washington Street, BOSTON.
New York Wareroom, 26 W. 23d St.

The Cornish saying is to the same effect: "A
whistling woman and a crowing hen are the two
unluckiest things under the sun." Similar also is
the French proverb: "Une poule qui chante le coq et
une tille qu'i siffle portent rnalheur dans la rnaison."
The same superstition prevails among the seafaring community; and Mr. Henderson relates
how, a few years ago, when a party of friends were
about to go on board a vessel at Scarborough, the
captain caused no small astonishmeut by declining
in the most emphatic way to allow one of them to
enter. "Not that young lady," he cried out, "she
whistles." By a curious coincidence., the vessel was
lost on her next voyage ; so had tne young lady
formed one of the party, the misfortune would
certainly have been attributed to her.
After all, it seems hard that, if the mere act of
whistling can help and cheer a man, such a soothing influence should be denied a woman. "lfwhistling," says a writer in the Phrenological .Journal,
''will drive away the blues and be company for a
lonesome person, surely women have mucli more
need of its services than their brothers, for to them
come many more such occasions than to men.
There is a physical advantage in whistling which
should excuse it a?ainst all the canons of propriety or 'good form. It is often remarked that the
average girl is so narrow-chested, and in that respect compares so unfavorably with h er brother,
which may be due in some measure to the habit of
whistling which every boy acquires."
An eminent medical authority says: "All the
men whose business is to try the wind instruments,
made at the various factories, before sending them
off for sale, are without exception, free from pulmonary affections. I have known many who wher.
entering upon this calling, were very delicate, and
who, nevertheless, thougli their duty obliged them
to blow for hours together, enjoyed perfect health
after a certain time."
As the action of blowing wind instruments is the
same as that of whistling, the effect should be the
s::~me. Whistling has been popularly styled the
"devil's music," the reason, in all probability, being
that when persons are up to anything wrong and
likely to be caught they assum e an air of indifference by whistling. As the daily music of boys,
however, it may be attributed to want of tho11ght;
and so Cowper, in his description of the 'Postman'
('Task,' bk. iv.), says:
He whistles as he goes, light-hearted wretch,
Cold and yet cheerful; messenger of grief
Perhaps to thousands, and of joy to some,
To him indifferent whether joy or grief.

WG\WJMON'S
">~"

MATCHLESS ~

p lA\N 0

s \~

310 N.5t_hSTR. ST. LOUIS~ M0_

GERNANGREtt1ED1
Jli"'C>:Fl. :pA.:I:1'1".
CURES

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
Lumb :i ~O,

Backache, Headache, Toothache,
Sore Tht•oat, Swellingl!l. Sprainl!l, Brul•e•,
Bu•·nM. Scalds. Ft•o!Jt Bites,
AND AM, O'l'llElt IIODUY I'AINS ANU ACIIES.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere. ~' ifty Cents a bottle,
Directions in 11 Languages.

TilE <JIIAULES A. VOGELEU <J O.
(Sucoeasora to A. VOGELER & CO.)

Bnlthqore, .Ud., U.S. A.,

Field, French & Co.
General Southwestern Agents for the
U

N"R::J:'V" .A..LLE:::O

WEBER PIANOS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Pianos Organs
AND

An immense stock always on band,
in which are represented all the
BEST MAiiES.

Prices and Terms to Suit Purchasers.
Special attention g'iven to Benting New
Pianos. Correspondence Solicited.

No.

1100

Olive Street,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

JAMES HOGAN PRINTING CO.
-)ARTISTIC

OLD SONGS.
~:· ~~

HE antiquity of some well-known nursery
ditties IS unquestionable. For instance,
~ ~' "Girls and Boys come out to Play." is as
old as the reign of Charles II., as is also
"Lucy Locket Lost her Pocket." To the
melody of this latter ditty the American
song of "Yankee Doodle" was written.
Again, "Sing a Song of Sixpence" is as
old as the sixteenth century, while "Three Blind
Mice" seems to have been bound in a music book
dated 1609. "Pussy Cat Pussy Cat, Where have
you been?" is said to have been written when
Queen Bess occupied the throne. "The Frog and the
Mouse" was produced in 1580, while "Three Children Sliding on the Ice" dates from. 1639. "London
Bridge is Broken Down," is so old that its date cannot be approximately mentioned. "J,ittle Jack
Horner" is older than the seventeenth century.
"The Old Woman 'J'ossed in a Blanket "is of the
reign of James II., to which monarch its verses are
supposed to allude.-Ex.

rC:!!~:~~~~1 r
Q;<v
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HoN. BILLA FLINT, Life Senator of the Dominion Pa rliament,
Belleville, Ontario, Canada, writes: "Itried St. Jacobs Oil for
ague in my face and toothache. lt acted like a charm. A few
times rubbing with it took away all soreness and pain: far better than having them drawn at the age of seventy-seven."

jrinffng

c-

5fit~ograp~ing

MAKE A SPEOIALTY OF FINE WORK.
413 & 415 N. Third Street, ST. LOUIS.

MATHIAS'

PATENT PIANO FOOTSTOOL,
WITH PEDAL ATTACHMENT FOR YOUNG PUPILS.
This Footstool should be witt
every piano on which childrer
are to play.
Highly recom mended by the most prominen1
teachers-among others; S. B
. Mills, Fred. Brandeis, Chas
Kunkel, Louis Staab, A. J. Davis
A. Paur, Chas. Heydtmann, H
S. Perkins, W. C. Coffin, etc.
B-:Send for Circulars.

L. MATHIAS, 305 Summit St., Toledo, O.
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~ Grand, Square

STECK

and Upright.

·-------------------------------------------------·----------------

Factory: 34th Street, bet. lOth and

~lth

Avenues.

NEW YORK.

WAREROOMS: No. II East Fourteenth Street,

COMICAL CHORDS.

Celluloid Piano Key Company (LimiteQ),
COR. FOURTEENTH ST. & FIFTH AVE.

[K

W '!l"OR.K.

Never Turns Yellow, Discolors,
Shrinks or Warps.

-FOR-

Piano, Organ and Melodeo~ Keys

No Complaints.

Sixth Year.

IEirOver Three Hundred Thousand Sets of Celluloid Keys now in use.""a

BUFFALO, N. Y.

106, 108 & 110 Broadway,
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Excellent in Tone. Perfect in Execution.
Pltays all the Latest Music.
THE

Kech&nic&l Drguinetta ~omp&ny
Sole Manf'rs and Patentees,

831 BROA.DW'AY,

NEW YORK,
And by their authorized agents throughout the country.

READ & THOMPSON, General Agents for the

0RGUINETTB, 208

&

210

N. Fifth St.

coNOVER Bnos.~ uPRiCHTNUPAiiNo:FoR~tEs.
Our Patent Repeating Action~ Patent 'Tone Resonator~ Patent Metallic Action Frame, are
Valuable Improvements to the Upright Pianos which Pianists will Appreciate.
Catalogues Mailed upon Application to

285 East 21st· Street. New York.

613 Main Street, Kansas City.

THE heated term-" You're a liar!"
A "BROTH of a boy,"-the supe at a theatre.

DEEDs without
Picayune.

words~

·"

convey no real estate.-New Orleans

C~ v A~RY regiments are quite boss style to the infantry orgamzatwns.
RULERS sway the people, but the schoolmaster sways the
rulers.- Waterloo Observer.IN Paris, when an elegantly dressed lady passes, they say:
"There goes a woman of Worth."
HAMLET must have been something of a musician, for did he
not say: "The rest is silence? "-Boston Times.
THE pig finds a living in his pen and so does the editor. The
similarity, however, ceases at this point.-Tiie Drummer.
"MR. CHAIRMAN," said a member of ,the dentists' convention, ' ·we must all pull together!" [Laughter and cheers].
IT MAY have been all right for Walter Scott to say:
"I saw the new moon late yestereen,
Wi' the auld moon in her arms; "
but ·if a fellow should say that now, he would be accused of
being unable to find the key-hole when he got home.
Two cents will pay the postage on letters next October.
People who write dunning letters can save a great deal by
waiting until then.
"THOSE who are about to dye salute thee, Cresar," said the
graybeard as he delivered his coat to the darkey in the barber's
shop.-Boston Bulletin.
THE chap who left his landlady in the lurch, being asked why
he changed bis boarding place said it was on account of.the
strong "owed her."
"Is this seat full ?" asked a railway passenger of ~ drowsy
party next to the window. "No, zir," said the sleepy individual, lurching forward; ''but (hie) I am."
A KNOWING heathen: A Portland (Oregon) Chinese peddler
refused an English shilling offered as a two- bit :p,iece, saying:
"No good. Me heap sabe. No chicken on him.'
A LITTLEten-,ear-oldmiss told her mother that she was never
going to marry, but meant to be a widow; ,because widows
dress in such nice black, and look so happy.
YouNG lady (to fellow paslilenger)-"Can you tell me what
station that is, please?" Foreigner (looking out of the window at the advertisement) "I think ith, de St. Jacobs Oil."
SYDNEY SMITH said to his Vestry, in reference to a block pavement proposed to be built around St. Paul's, "All you have
to do, gentlemen, is to put your heads together and the thing is
done."
A New York man has had his head fractured by a bath-tub
falling upon him. This will teach him hereafter not to fool
around a contrivance with which he is not familiar.-Lowell
Citizen.
A coLORABLE excuse.-Countess-1 told you expressly to paint
the chamber blood color, and you have made it blue. Painter
- I beg your pardon; I thought the gracious countess had blue
blood.
A LITTLE fellow going to chu_rch for the first time where t?e
pews were very high, on commg out was asked wha.t he d1d,
when he replied, "I went into a cupboard, and took a seat on
the shelf."
KILLING time in the country. Clarence-Ham, .o ld boy, what
shall we do in this dull place to kill time? Hamtlton-Sleep, of
course. Clarence-But when we wake up? Hamilton-Why, go
to sleep again.
"'£HE poet Whittier has begun to burn his letters." The
name of the woman who has threatened to institute a suit for
damages for breach ofpomise of marriage is not given.-Norristown Herald.
CHARLES SUMNER was no musician. It is relate4 that a lady
friend once told him that, if he .were to buy a mus1~- box set to
" Old Hundred," she did not belleve he could make 1t play more
than seventy-five.

ELDERLY philanthropist, to small boy vainly tryi~g to pull.~
door- bell above his reach: "Let me help you, my little man,.
(Pulls the bell.) Small boy-"Now you had better run or we 11
both get a licking."
"ROASTBEEFLAMBMUTTONANDHAM," said the girl who "waits
on the table" at the Isle of Shoals. "Well," said the old
gentleman "I've never tasted it, but you may bring me some
and I'll see what it's like."
I HAVE often noticed that gallant young m~n w~lking 'Yith
their sweethearts offer their left arm. · Why 1s tlus ?-Ed1th.
The left arm is nearest the heart; the right arm is nearest the
pocket book-Philadelphia News.
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AT the marriage of an Alabama widower one of the servants
was asked if his master would take a briclal tour. "Dunno
sah; when old miss us's alive he ~ook a paddle to her; dunno
if he take a bridle to de new one or not."
•
A YOUNG lady entered Balmer's music store recently, and
tripping lightly up to the handsome clerk, pertly asked, ·• Have
you 'Happy Dreams'?" She was nonplussed when he replied 1
"No, ma'am; I'm nearly pestered to death with .mosquitoes.'

We Offer SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to
Wishing to Purchase.

EVERY INSTRUMENT FULLY WARRANTED.

A COLLECTOR wrote to General Sherman for his autograph and
a lock of his hair, and received in reply: "The man who has
been writing my autographs has been discharged, and as my
orderly is bald, I cannot comply with either of your requests.''
'rHE craze on electrical study is beginning to bear fruit: "Are
you the conductor?" asked a lad on an excursion train. "I
am," replied the courteous official, •• and my name is Wood.''
~~Jo;~,at can't. be," said the boy, "for wood is a non-con-

CALINO thinks he has been poisoned and has a doctor called.
After an examination the phyf:ician orders him to take an
emetic. "It is useless," replies Calino. "I have alreadv taken
them twice, and they don't stay down five minutes.''-From the
French.
A YOUNG gentleman was passing an examination in physics.
He was aRked, "What planets were known to the ancients?"
"Well, sir," he responded, "there were Venus and Jupiter
and" (after a pause} ''I think the earth, but I'm not quite
certain.''
.
"May 1 have the honor to conduct your daughter to the supper table ~;· asked a society gentleman of a lady from the
ELEGANT IN DESIGN.
SUPERIOR IN FINISH.
country.
May you take her to supper?" was the response·
"why, of course, and you can take me, too. That's what we
UNAPPROACHABLE IN TONE.
came here for.''
. "I CANNOT sing the old songs," shrieked an amateur soprano
. The solidity an~ durability of these organs, both internal aud external, the other night; and, while she took in breath for the next line
IS thoroughly es~ab.hshed through t~e record of each instrument made, and a young man, who had looked in for a moment, was heard to
the same supenonty of work.mansh1p and tone is uniformly maintained in remark casually, but emphatically, "You just bet you can't.''
all styles m_anufactm:ed by thiS coml?any, and the elasticity of touch render It broke up the concert on the spot.
them especially obedient to the reqmrements of the artist's fastidious taste.
' 'I UNDERSTAND you to say that your charge for services would
be light," complained the client, when his lawyer handed him
a tremendous bill. "I believe I said my fee would be nominal ''
was the reply, ''but-" "0, I see, " interrupted the client
"phenomenal.''-Cincinnati Saturday Night.
'
MERIDEN, CT.

WRITE US BEFORE PURCHASING AND SAVE MONEY.

WJLC~Hfi ~

:ort~E:.~
~~
N1£Rl~~
THE ACKNOWLED&ED STANDARD OF

WORLDe

THE

E ONLY ORCAN HAVI NC
BLOW PEDALS. ·
PLIASE SEND

WrLcox & WHITE O _RGAN Co.,

A NEW baby arrived in the family of a Louisville journalist
and papa was excessively proud over the event. Turning to
the old black nurse, "A unty," said he, stroking the little pate
"this boy seems to have a journalistic h ead.'' "Ob," cried the
untutored old Aunty, so.othingly, "never you mind 'bout dat ·
dat'll come all right in time."-Louisville Courie1·-Journal.
'

BRANCH OFFICES:
613 Ka!n St., Xanaas City, Ko.
66 Wood St., P!ttSbt!.rg, Pa.
162 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
25 t7nion SQ.uare, N: Y.
1308 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
13 :a:amaell St., London, Eng.

) FOR

CAlAliD)tUf~

Coldbeck's Musical Art

FEEBLE URCHIN-"! say, ma, my head aches; I'm going to
-stay at home from school this afternoom.'' Solicitous maternal
ancestor-"Well, mv dear, I'm sorry. Stay at home and rest. It
may do you good. 'fhree hours later feeble urchin rushes into
the house with cheeks a~low. I tell you we had a nifty game
eighteen to fifteen. I played short. Gimme suthin' t'eat._:
I[artjord Post.

1

The continuation of GOJ,DBECK'S MUS !CAL INSTR~CTOR
appears on the 15th of every month.
210 & 212 NORTH THIRD STREET.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

THROUGH the telephone: "Docther, Mike Mulloney wos
wurrukin' wid me about tin minutes ago, whin he was suddintly
takin' wid a sunstroke, an' oive called to ax ye pha.t oi kin
9ontents of each n"!Jmber: 1, Choice Songs and Piano Pieces,
to prevent meself from takin' the same disase as he fell
With lessons for their performance; 2, a Sacred Vocal Piece: do
agin
whin he got the fit on him, an' the boss ~aid that oi
3, an Organ Voluntary; 4, the Three Graduating Courses of wouldmegit
Open Day and Night all the Year.
the thrubble from contagion wid Mike's clothe&
Piano, Voice and Harmony, 5, Selected Lists of Music· 6 Phat shall oi
do? "-Capitol.
·
Teachers' Code, and other important reading.
' '
ST. LOUIS SCHOOL OF ORATORY, . The l\{USICAL INSTRUCTOR, April 1882-83, may be obtained "Do YOU ever read poetry?" asked the new pastor of a good
m 12 numbers, at $1.00, or the same in a handsomely bound
:no North Third Street. :!':. N. Beers, Principal.
volume at $1.50. Subscription to GOLDBECK'S MUSICAL ART, a but illiterate deacon. "Read poultry, sir? No sir· but I feed
'em regular," he replied. The pastor silently p'assed on wonVoices trained for the STAGE, DRAMATIC READING or PUB- publication more than twice the size of the "Instructor," mav dering what mann~r of people he had t~ minister to, while the
be secur..ld by inclosing $2.00 to
·
LIC SPEAKING. For Circular, address
deacon mopped Ins brow and gazed With ·a bewildered a.ir at
ROBERT GOLDBECK,
the retreating dominie. Then he softly said to himself: ''Read
J, W. JOHNSON, BusiDessDirector.
poultry I hal ha! ba! Well, I'll be durned!"-Commercial
706 Olive Street, St. Louis.
Advertiser.
PRICE,

$2-00

FER

YEAR.

For Ladies and Gentlemen.

[I

CHAS. A. DRACH & CO.,

-+(ESTABLISHED 1859.

)+-

IT was in a Latin class, and a dull boy was wrestling with
the sentence, "Rex fttgit," which, with a painful slowness of
emphasis, he bad rendered, "The king flees.'' "But in what
oth er tense can the verb 'fugit' be found?" asked the teacher
A .long scratching of the head and a final answer "Perfect,;
owing to a whispered prompting. " And how wouid you translate it then?" "Dun no.'' "Why, put a 'has' in it." Again
the tardy emphasis drawled out, "The king has flees.''

Co.

JORDAN FLORAL
t

ELECTRDTIPERS &TE~EDTYPERSI Cut FioWeJI~, plant~, FioJial lleaoJiatioq~,
SPECIALTIES:

i

COR. FOURTH AND PINE STREETS,
(Globe-Democrat Building,)

No. 706 Olive $treet,

ST. LOUIS,

"LEFI, vot you toing mit dose shuit of cloding? Vat for you
put 'em in tat oldt try-goods pox?
"Vy, Uncle Sholomon, <'ley vosh all vull ofmoth-eaten holes
andt I tougl}t I vouldt sell 'em tote rag man!"
'
"Sbimminy cracious! Do you vant to pankrupt vour mudder's prudder? Mark 'em' Batent Berforated Summer Vear
andtheng 'em outshine mit a vifteen tollar dag on 'em r Veep:
ing Absolom I you vill nefer pea Rothschildt in your.life off
you toan't ket te rudimendts of pizness brinciples insthilled
into you ven you vas young! Yon vill alsho trive your uncle
aR gra:r.y as ft Chune pug onless you sthudy his inderests a
little gloser !"-Detroit Free Press.

OFFICE AND FLORIST STORE:

Greenhouse s:
Grand Ave. , near Cas~ Ave.

$T. LOUI$, MO.

J . M. JORDAN, SUPT

PIANO DACTYLION.

THE Southern Musical Jo'urnal for August, publishes a little
poem from the pen of Miss Mattie C. Seward, the third stanza
of which begins as follows:
"In the shimmering haze of the summer sun
Like rubies are chemies glowing:
'
And luscious plums and peaches ripe,
Their daintiest blushes are showing.''
Is it a cRse of red flannel, or did the "intelligent compositor"
spell cherri ~s th!lt w~y? Pr?ba_bly that when she saw her
latest effort 111 prmt Miss Mattie, like h er "luscious p,lums and
peaches ripe," her daintiest blushes "was showing.'

'

.

A new invention of great practical value and
real benefit to the Piano Player.
To
To
To
To
To

strengthen the fingers.
improve the touch.
ensure flexibility and rapidity. ·
give correct position of the hand.
save time and a vast amount of labor.

Used, endorsed, and highly recommended by the
best of Pianists and Teachers, among whomMAD. JULIE RIVE-KING. MR. 8. B. MILLS.
MR. CHA.S. KUNKEL.
MR. H. G. AN'DRES.
MR. ARMIN DOERNER,
MR. OTTO SINGER.
MR. GEO. SCHNEIDER.
Introduced at, and used by, the different Colleges of Music in Cincinnati.
AGEN'l'S WAN'l'ED EVEBYW:S:EBE. Send for Circulars.
-.,~ E.

LEVASSOR,

Manufacturer,

24 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, 0.

J

A TOMBs lawyer has been endeavoring all the week to get his
client ont of dural}ce vile. Recently he walked into the Tombs
and sent for his cl1en t. His face was as smiling as the historical basketof chips.
"It's nll r.ight!" snid the lawyer, grasping·his·client'shand.
"Yes?" eJaculated the client, brightening up.
"Yes, everything's fixed."
"How?"
"I can get you out on a habea~ co1pus.''
And then the client's face lengthened, as he rep!ied ·
"Can't be done. Wouldn't dare to try it. Mv cell'~ on the
third tier and the darned thing might break."--New York
World
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STEINWAY PIANOSJ

Celebrated New Patent Agraffe Pianos.

No. 915 Olive Street.

LORING & BLAKE'S

KRANICH & BACH'S

P ARLOR ORGANS,
THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

J. MOXTER &CO.J

ME RK E L. & SONS ,
204 S. Fifth St., St. L ouis .

(SOLE AGENTS .)

No. 915 Olive Street.

BEETHOVEN CoNSERVATORY,

STEINWAY PIANOS,

1603 Olive Street ,
.A.. 'VV.A.L:D.A."O"'E:E.,

GABLER PIANOS, KU!tTZMAN PIANOS,

ENGEL &SCHARF BROS. PIANOS.
'
We make a Specialty of Renting, Tuning, and
Repairing Pianos.

.

~\\\~\ I I!; 1(1,1/;1~/0

~~~ · ~~
~N~

:Director.

All branches of Music taught at this Institution
and every one represented by a :first·class
'
TEACHER .AND PERFORMER.
This ConservatO'r'IJ keeps open all Summer for the
accommodat·ion of pupils ancl such teachers as wish to
perfect themselves during the Summer Term.
TUITION-$12, $16, and $19 per quarter, either for
Instrumental or Vocal lessons. Scholars may enter
at any time. The beginnings of their quarter commences with the :first lesson they take.
Send f0r circulars.

~

~~~

:::!l>AK:::;:
AND TINNERS' STOCK OF ALL KINDS,
FOR SALE BY

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING CO.,

St~

louis, Mo.

NEW ENGLAND CABlNtT ORGANS.
~ BEST

·MADt::. . ~

Excelling all Others in Beauty, Volume, and Power of Tone.
Catalogu..es

~ailed

Free.

NEW ENGLAND ORGAN COMPANY
1299 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

THE Queen of Spain attended the "Parsifal" performances
at Bayreuth.
A NEW OPERA, •· Vercingetorix," with music by M. Kowalski,
has been accepted at the' 'rheatre du Chateau d'Eau, Paris.
LEo DELIBES is on the banks of the Lake of Geneva composing
recitatives to replaec the spoken dialogue in his opera,
"Lakmc."
El\fiLE A. BECKER has a new name: "D Flat Major"-His
friends have so named him because they claim that is the only
key in which he composes.
THIS time it is an editorial (a short one, it is true) which the
Boston Le.ade1· clips from our columns and forgets to credit.
It's the hot weather, probably, that thus affects our friends R.t
"the Hub."
IT Is said that Gustave Satter, the famous pianist, will probably take his permanent residenee in Boston. If so, we congratulate Boston musicians and pity Boston musical humbugs,
whose number~;, if not whose names, are "Legion."
BRAINARD's Musical Wm·ld says th at Mme. Rive-King "has
now taken up her aborle in ('hicago. where she i.s idolized
among musicians." As a matter of fact, Mme. Rive-King is
now, as she has been for years, a resident of New York.
GROUND for the new Music Hall and Exposition Building
was brok en at 7 o'clock A. 111., on the 23d of August. 'rhe work
will be pushed forward as rapidly as possible, and it is hoped
the building will be ready for occupancy by October, 1884.
MLJ.E . MARIE ArME l~, Mlle. AngCle, and the remainder of M.
Maurice Gi'au's French Opera Bouffe Company sailed from
Havre on the 18th of August, by the steamer Normandie.
'rheir season will begin on Sept. 10, at the Fifth A venue
Theatre.
THEY seem to know how to appreciate a good thing on the
Paci:tlc coast. 'rhe :first order for ''Moorish Serenade,'' Kroege1·,
published in our last issue (five copies) came from A. W. Waldteufel. San Jose, Cal., and reached our publishers before the
outside covers were printed.
MR. F . R. WEBB, well and favorably known as a teacher of
music and late teacher of Piano and Organ in the Northwestern
Conservatory of Music, Lima, Ohio, has accepted the positi0n
of Principal of the Musical department of the Virginia Female
Institute at Staunton, Va., and enters upon his duties the first
of this month.
J. TRAVIS QuiGG is learning German rapidly. Some time
since, he spoke two words: "Zwei Bier!" quite fluently, and
now he has added a third: "Hoch !" (not hock)-at least so it
seems from this quotation from a recent issue of the St. ~ouis
Critic: "Pappenheim has been engaged by Mapleson. Hoch !"
Such are the effects of Wainwright's beer!
THE French papers give the following list of the chief provincial Conservatories of France, with the dates of foundation
attached: Aix, 1850; Angers, 1857; Besan<;on, 1861; Bordeaux,
1852; Boulogne, 1829; Cacn, 18rl5; Cambrai, 1821; Douai, 1799;
Dunkirk, 1863; Lille, 1801 ; Marseilles, 1820; Nantes, 1844;
Nimes, 1864; Toulon, 186'6; 'l'oulousc, 1830; Valenciennes, 1836.
IT is definitely settled that Paris is to ·have an Italian operA.
house. A new theatre will be built for this purpose, and in the
meantime the 'l'heatre des Nations is to be engaged for th e
company. It is stated that Signor Faccio will be the conductor.
'l' he names of Mesdames de Reszke, Corelli and Donadio, and
Signori Gayarre, Stagno, and Manuel are mentioned as likely
to be connected with the new enterprise.
MR. CHARLES KINKEL, at present in charge of J. L. Peters'
publishing department, but who was for many years Principal
of the Musical Department of Science Hill l!~emale Seminary,
Shelbyville, Kentucky, assisted by his daughter, Miss Florie,
will take a select class of piano pupils for the coming fall and
winter season. We are informed of this fact by a Kate Greenaway maiden, wearing "banged" hair, Bernhardt gloves, a
Mother Hubbard dress and a big sunflower, and, therefore.
there can be no mistake about it. We wish Mr. Kinkel success.
WEBER's LAST WALTZ.-A few years ago there appeared an
article in a New York magazine, upon the origin of "Von
Weber's Last Waltz." Weber was represented in his dying
moments, sitting in an arm-chair, supported by pillows and
cushions, surrounded by his friends and attendants, writing
with trembling fingers the waltz that bears his name.
'l'he absurdity of the story is sufficiently apparent to lead one
to look for a more pl ausible history, which I wish to present
for the benefit of your readers. I received it from a friend and
pupil of Reissiger, who is its real author.
'l'here was a popular German song originated generations
before Weber, which he and his comrades used to sing together
while returning from their pleasant rambles in the outskirts of
Dresden.
One evening, after the death of Weber, a company of his
friends were returning as usual from their favorite resort, when
one of them thoughtlessly began their familiar song, but suddenly ceased, while another sadly r emarked "Hush, boys;
-poor Weber is no longer here to sing with us; let us go home in
snence ;" and they passed on with voices hushed, their eyes
filled with tears, and their hearts with sadness ;-in silence
broken only by the sweet though plaintiff song of the cuckoo
and the nightingale .
Reissiger composed a beautiful harmony to their old familiar melody, and called it "The last thought about Webrr." It
was thus published in Germany, but in France it bore the title
''La dermere pensee de Weber," so the last thought about, be·
came the last thought of Weber, and finally it received the
name of "Von Weber's Last Waltz," thus enshrouding the
beautiful tribute rtmdered by his friends to his memory in
Reissiger's "Last thought about Weber."-Exchange.
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WEDDINGS, (Invitations and Anniversaries).
·PRECIOUS STONES, (Significance and Corresponding Months).
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MERMOD &. JACCARD JEWELRY CO.
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Is Not One, but 3o Stores Under the Same Roo£
11 Em broidery Store.
Trimming Store.
Gents' Furnishing Store.
White Goods Store.
4 Calico and Gingham Store.
Cloth and Cassimere Store.
5 Summer Wash Goods Store.
House Furnishing Store.
6 Lining Goods Store.
Flannel Store.
7 Linen and Domestic Store.
Notion Store.
8 Hosiery Store.
Ribbon Store.
9 Glove Store.
Fancy Goods Store.
10 Lace Store.
Besides Six Workrooms connected with various
Address:
1 Silk and Velvet Store.
2 Dress Goods Store.
3 Mourning Goods Store.
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2.1 Art Embroidery Store.
22 Millinery :-)tore.
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Shawl Store.
Ladies' and Misses' Suit Store.
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WM. BARR DRY GOODS COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS.
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J. KENNARD & SONS,
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CARPETS. OIL CLOTHS,
Lace and Damask Curtain Goods.

LARGEST CARPET HOUSE IN THE WESTERN COUNTRY.
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and s.ee our Stoc.k before purchasing elsewhere . ..,..
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PRoF. KLUEBER. whose card appears elsewhere, has a number
ofviolins a la Mazzini, Cremona and N. Florentini; a J. B.
Guardagnini "Mediolani 1776" and a Straduarius. Connoisseurs,
who are fond of fine instruments, should not fail to examine
this .collection, which is for sale.
THE annual catalogue of the Beethoven Conservatory of
music has just been issued. It is a neat, sixteen-page pamphlet and will be sent free to all who may apply for it to Mr .
A. Waldaner, the director, at 1603 Olive Street, St. Louis. The
Faculty for the opening year consist of Mr. A. Waldauer, Violin Department; Mr. Marcus Epstein, Piano Department; Miss
Nellie Strong, Piano Department; Mrs. K. J. Broddus, Vocal
Department and Harp; Mr. A. Epstein, Organ Department;
Miss Lillie McEwing, Piano, Primary Department; Prof. E.
Buechel, Jnute Department; Mr. Louis Mayer, Violoncello;
Mr. M. Epstein, Harmony; Mr. Laurent Brun, Clarionet; Mr.
W. Fisher, Oboe; Mr . James Lewellen 1 Cornet . We are glad
to see that there is no letting down m the excellence of the
corps of instructors who are employed in this growing school
for the coming year.
J. C. DuFF has organized a superb company for light opera.
He has thns far engaged the following popular artists: Mille.
Emma Juch, prima donna; Miss Sara Barton, contralto: Miss
Marie Conron, mezzo-soprano ; Mr. George Sweet, barytone;
Sig. Campobello, basso; and the excellent comedian, 'Mr. J.
W. Riley. The most important feature of the season will be
the production of Delibes' new opera, "Lakme," which scored
an uneauivocal
success in Paris. In the extensive repertoire
wefind1 'Faust," "Mignon," "Patience," "La Mascotte." and
"Heart and Hand," which will open the season at Daly's
Theatre, Aug., 20, when the new Hungarian ballet will also be
introduced. The company will oe at Hamlin's 'fheatre, Chicago, Sept. 24 The operas of "Faust" and "Mignon" will be
sung in Italian. Signor Muzio is hunting up a tenor in Paris
to complete the company.
NEARLY a quarter of a century ago, says the Halifax Jfail, at
the urgent request of the clergymen and a number of leading
citizens of Halifax, Gen. Sir Hastings Doyle, then in command of the garrison at that city, made an order by which the
military bands were relieved of the duty of entertaining the
crowds while marching to the garrison on Sundays. On last
Sunday, Gen. Russell, now in command, who always worships
at the bishop's chapel, attended the garrison church for a
change, and he was shocked at the small attcndanct of officers
and men, and the want of discipline exhibited What was still
worse, the garrison chaplain. Rev. Mr. 'fownsend, was absent
without leave, having gone fi shing on that day. The general
has now made an order, revoking that of Doyle's issued so
long ago, and in future all troops not absolutely employed must
attend church. Guards will not be mounted until 2:30 P. M.
and two bands will play on the way to and from service. The
new order has taken the garrison by surprise, and is the principal subject of gossip about the city and in the barracks.
JOHN C. FREUND, late editor and proprietor of Jfusic and
Drama, has once more been forced by the unprecedented success of his paper, to seek rest from his labors in order to avoid
the seclusion that the sheriff grants. Albert Weber is in possession of the wreck under chattel mortgages for some twentysix thousand dollars, which, however, according to the information we received some time since from a gentleman who
was at one time connected with the paper, does not represent
one-halfofthe money which Mr. Weber was wheedled into
putting into the enterprise.
We have always claimed that what was called by superficial
observers, ability in Freund was only utter unscrupulousness
as to the means he employed to compass his ends . He has
probably permanently disappeared from the field of musical
journalism, and his creditors alone will mourn his departure.
At the same time we could mention certain New York trade
journals which are no more scrupulous in their methods and
which are less ably edited than was Music and Drama.
Apropos of the new oratorio, "Death and Life," which· M.
Gounod is writing for the next Birmingham Festival, the composer of "Faust" has been interviewed by a French correspondent . M. Gounod said: "I shall write no more for the
theatre. The work which you see on my desk piano, and on
which I am now busily engaged, will be one of the most important I have ever composed. I am preparing it for the next
Birmingham Triennial Festival. It is an oratorio with Requiem. 'l'he subject is "Death and Life." 'l'he first part is
composed of motifs from the "Messe des Morts," and in the
second part, which is a description of the Heavenly Jerusalem
from the Apocalypse of St. John, I repeat the motifs vou have
already h eard, but with developments expressing the joy of
the souls of the saved in the new Jerusalem of the saints. It
is a subject I have long considered, and I am now working very
seriously at it, and it interests me more and more each day. In
my opinion, music finds in religious sentiments and ideas its
noblest and most elevated forms. You will find a religious
vein running through all of my operas and works of importance; for example, the cathedral scene in "Faust," and "Polyeucte," which is an absolutely religious opera. It is to a certain extent owing to this sentiment that I have ceased writing
for the stage.
ONE OF the most interesting collections of music recently
issued from the press is "War Songs," a collection of the songs
most popular in the North during the war of the Rebellion. The
price is only fifty cents, and the contents are as follows:
"Abraham's Daugtber," "Artillerist's Oath." "Babylon is
Fallen," "Battle Hymn of the Repu~lic," "Brave boys are
they," Battle-cry of Freedom," "Columbia, the Gem of the
Ocean," "Do they miss me at Home?" "Glory, Glory Hallelujah '
"Hail Columbia!," "Just Before the Battle, Mother," "Kingdom Coming," "Keep the Camp fires burning bright," "Massa's in the cold, cold ground," "Marching thro' Georgia"
"Old Shady," "Our Flag is there," "Old Folks at Home:O•
"Poor Old Slave," "Picket Guard," "Rally Round the Flal!
Boys," "Red, White and Blue," "Raw Recruits." "ShermanYs
March to the Sea," "Soldier's Farewell," "Star Spangled Banner." "Tenting on the Old Camp Ground," "Tramp, Tramp
Tramp," "Vacant Chair," "When the cruel war is over," "We
Old Boys," When Johnny comes Marching Home," "We are
coming, Father Abra'am," Weeping, Sad and Lonely," "Who
will care for Mother now?" "Yankee Doodlfl," besides nearly
a score of" Songs and Hymns for Memorial Day."
'fhe book lacks but one thing, we think. to make it perfect
in its way, and we trust the enterprising publishers, the Messrs.
Ditson, may heed our suggestion, that in subsequent editionsand surely the first will be rapidly exhausted-they add the
songs most popular among the adherents of "the lost cause."
The animosities of the war are, happily, a thing of the past, and
the addition we suggest, would make of "War Songs" a complete historical monument . As it is, all Union veterans and
especially the members of the G. A. R., to whom the book is
dedicated, should procure a copy for themselves, their posts or
their families.
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To accommodate a large number of buyers we will
until further notice, sell new pianos on payments of
$10 to $25 pe:r month to suit purchaser. Our stock is
carefully selected and contains latest improved
pianos of all grades, from medium to the best, in all

.

J-

styles of Squares, Uprights, Cabinet Grands Parlor
Grands, and Concert Grands, from the fact~ries of
DECKER BROS., CHICKERING, HAINES, STORY
& CAMP, MA'l'HUSHEK, FISCHER AND OTHERS,
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~iving a variety to select from that can not be found
. m any other house in the country.
Every instrument warranted. Catalogues mailed
on application.
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SMITH AND JONES.
Smith-Halloo, Jones. Hell-1-l-o-o-o, Jo-o-o-ones! I
Jones-Ah! Well, it strikes me you are doing all the halloo·
ing that is necessary. What's up, that you should yell so at
me in the street?
Smith-I've an idea, a bright idea!
Jones-Well! If that's so, I don't wonder you yelled-you're
not often affected that way. Does it hurt you, Smith?
Smith-Can't you listen?
Jones-Yes, but first I'll bet you the beer your idea isn't
original.
Smith-I'm a Downing law man; and besides it isn't quite
original but the improvements are mine.
Jones....:..Well, out with it I
Smith-l'd have been "oufwith it" long since, if you'd let
me speak!
Jones-! dare say I should, too!
Smith-! don't understand-but listen and I'll tell you how
to become famous a.n d wealthy at once.
Jones-Humph I
Smith-Don't you belong to the Knights of the Legion?
Jones-Yes!
Smith-And I belong to the Legion of the Knights; two considerable organizations for the gulling _of the many ,and the
benefit of the few.
Jones-Well?
Smith-We'll write an original American opera together and
arrange to have them pass upon its merits before they have
heard it. We'll have them adopt you as their brother-in-law,
between the first and second acts and that will settle the success and merits of the piece.
Jones-Will it?
Smith-'l.'hat's the way they did in Manette. I made it a big
success-it supplied the only comic element of that comic
opera.
.
·
Jones-Happy thought! Soon will our names be enrolled on
the scroll of fame. Smith, it's my treat, don't deny mel
Smith-I'm a Downing law man, but ''we'll not count this
time!"
Jones- I think I've heard that before!
Smith-That's what they say about the mmdc of Manette.
JusT as we go to press, we receive a very agreeable call from
Mr. Victor Ebling, who after nine years' residence as a
teacher of piano, in Vienna, returns to St. Louis. Mr. Ebling
was an excellent pianist when he left America, and unless the
reports of his success abroad have been greatly exaggerated,
he is a much better one now. We understand that he 'will
teach music here, and if he does he will doubtless meet with
much success. The REVIEW extends to this artist a most cordial welcome.
SOLOMON J OBLOTZ was in a verr happy frame of mind, as he
stood in front of his store surveymg with a chuckle of satisfaction his latest effort at display. Solomon had just secured a
real live" snap" from a bankrupt sale of hoop-skirts, something
light, dura ole and graceful, "and sheap, mint you," even if
he was making 142 per cent., and as he gazed upon the attractive grouping of the same in his store windows, Brownie came
along. •· Say, what are ye gettin' for them nets?" Solomon
gasped, and the corners of his mouth came down with such a
snap that it nearly pulled his nose down to his throat. "Vot's
dot! Nets? Vy dey aind nets. Hoop skeerts, big chance
sheap!" "Hoop skirt~? Well, that's a good one! Why they
catch fish in them down where I live:" "Catch feesh ?-in
dose? Vy, my poy, vot kind of feesh do dey catch mit 'em?"
"Suckers!" 11aid Brownie, as he slid round the corner.

HARD ON BURGLARS.

PIANO-FORTE MANUFACTORY,
700 Harrison Avenue, from Canton to Brooklyn · Street,

Ua.:nufa.cturers
S~UARE,

It is getting so that even burglars are seriously interfered

BOSTON, MASS.

0:1:

SQUARE GRAND, AND IMPERIAL UPRIGHT GRAND

Every . . . nstrum·e nt Fully Warranted.

RICHMOND, INDIANA.

NICHOLAS LEBRUN, SOLE IMPORTER
OF THE

;FIFTEEN YEARS OF SUCCESS.

llanafaetarer, Importer, and .Jobber lll

CELEBRATED 'ROUGH DIA~OND'
IT ALlAN STRINGS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

FOR VIOLIN, GUITAR, BANJO, CELLO, AND
DOUBLE BASS,

.And Mumal ltl.wchan..U.e,

And of the "NE PLUS ULTRA" GERl\IAN ACCORDION.
Bands supplied and instruments repaired at lowest figures.
Dealers supplied at New York figures. Sample orders solicited.
Jean White's and Howe's entire catalogues in stock at publishers' prices. Largest and best stock west of the Mississippi.
Tea assorted samples of •• Rough Diamond" violin, guitar. or
banjo strings mailed upon receipt of $1.00

NICHOLAS LEBRUN,

207 SOUTH FIFTH STREET.
ST. LOUIS, KO.

'l'EN FIRST PREMIUMS.

with in the practice of their profession. A recent invention is
connected with a safe and so arranged that when the burglar
touches the safe an electric light is thrown upon tLe face of
the burglar, and a prepared plate inside the safe door transfers
the man's picture, so he can be identified. If this thing keeps
on a poor burglar will have to send an agent to burgle for
him, or he will get into trouble. The life of a burglar is becoming full of terrors. Not long; ago a woman whose room was
being burglared woke up and made the burglar stay to lunch,
and listen to a lecture on the wickedness of his profession.
Ann recently a burglar was surprised while going through the
residence of an editor, and the editor sat up in bed and insisted
on the burglar playing him a game of seven-up for his
burglar tools, and the burglar went away without the tools.Peck'aSun

THE FESTIVE POTATO BUG.
"Talk about it's going to be a potato bug year!" exclaimed
Dr. Purdv; "going to be? Why they were so thick in my
garden this morning that I could not see the stalks. I counted
nine hundred and thirty-two strong, healthy bugs on one hill.
Twenty-eight bugs on . one stalk I •• and Doctor struck the
air with his fist.
"Twenty-eight bugs on one stalk-only twenty-eight!" said
Charlie Campbell, contemptuously. "Why they ate up my
first crop of potatoes two weeks ago, and they are now sitting
around the garden on trees and fences, waiting for me to plant
them over again."
·
Old Hank now scratched his head thoughtfully and remarked:
"Gentlemen, you don't any of you appear to know anything
about the ravenous nature of them potater bugs. You may call
me a liar, but I've had potater bugs walk right into my kitchen
and yank red-hot potaters right out of the oven. · Waiting
around the potater patch for the second crop! exclaimed old
Hank, with a snear. "Waiting? Why, confound your eyes, I
was up to Townsend's store yesterday, and I saw potater bugs
up their looking over Townsend's books to see who had bought
St'ed potaters for next year."-Perth Amboy Rep.
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MANUFACTURER OF

Churoh and Parlor Pipe 0 rgan5 1
Office and Factory: 639 & 641 Summit Ave.,
SAINT LOUIS, MO.

Tuning and Repairing done at abort notice. Drawings, Speci:fi
cations and Prices furnished free on application.
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C. F. ZIMMER MANN'S
MUSIC HOUSE, ·
238 N. Second· St.,

Philadelphia, Pa. 1

-Makes a Specialty of .All Kinds of-

StringS and Musical Merchandise
Generally, Concertinas, Accordions, Violins,
Guitars, Zithers, Etc., Etc.
I call special attention to my own manufacture of Drums,
Banjos, Tambourines, Flutes, Fifes, and Brass Band Instruments.
Proprietor of five patents and publisher of ZIMMERMANN'S
SELF-INSTRUCTOR FOR CONCERTINA AND ACCORDION.
Every one should see ZIMMERMANN'S PATENT PIANO IN!TRUCTOR, teaching this instrument by FIGURES-the greatest production of the age.
Send for circulars and learn the prices of my goods, wbich
defy competition .
.Q-DEALERS will "find it to their advantage to make my acllUaintance ..
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JACOB OHRIST:::o
NO. 19 S. FIFTH STREET, Temple Building,

MERCHANT TAILOR
NUR SOUTHER!t HOTEL.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

DRESS COATS AND EVENING SUITS A SPECIALTY

V":J:TT :S:l:J"SS.,
.Manufacturer of and Dealer in

IID8ts audl Sb•es,
203 SOUTH FIFTH STREET,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

TONY FAUST'S OYSTER HOUSE

w•. BKABR &

ao.•s

CHICKERING& SONS'
GRAND, SQUARE AND UPRIGHT

==65,000==

PlfANO F ACTOBY,
Grand, Square, and Upright Piano-Fortes.
These Instruments have been before the Public for nearly :fifty years, and upon thek
excellence alone have attained an unpurchased pre-eminence, which establishes them as
unequaled in Tone, Touch, Workmanship and Durability. Every Piano fully Warranted far :five years. Prices greatly reduced. Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists
promptly furmshed on application.

SOLD SINCE APRIL 1st, 1823.
The use of the Chickering Pianos by the greatest Pianists, Art Critics and Amateurs,
ha& given to the Chickering Pianos an universal prestige and reputation far above all
other Pianos manufactured in this country or Europe. The overwhelming verdict of the
very highest art talent, including Dr. Franz Liszt, Gottschalk, Dr. Ha~s Von Bulow,
Louis Plaidy, Stephen Heller, Carl Reinecke, Marmontel, Arabella Goddard, and hundre<ls
of other masters of the art, places the Chickering Pianos of to-day at the head of the entire
list of Pianos made in the world.

WM. KNABE & CO.,
112 Fifth Avenue, New York.
20i &206 W. B~ltimore St., B~ltimora.

Illustrated Catalogues and price Lists mailed on application to

CHICKERING & SONS'
Cor. 18th Street and 5th Ave.

READ &THOMPSON, Wholesale and Retail Dealers for the KNABE PIANO,
208 &

210 N. FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS. MO.

156 'l"remont Street, :Boston, Kaaa.

Chickering Hall New York, cr
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AT THE GREAT

MILAN,

MILAN, 1881,

EMERSON -PIANO COMPANY,

MASON & HAMLIN

(ESTABLISHED IN 1849)

ITALIAN INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION,

1881.

PARIS,
NORWAY,
SWEDEN,
1878.

PHI LAD' A,
1876.

CABINET ORGANS

SANTIACO,

WERE AWARDED THE

1875.

GrJ?.11J(rJJ SILYER MEJJ.11L,

VIENNA,
1873.

PARIS,
1867.

being the ONLY IIIGHEST AWARD in this Department, to any instruments of this class, European or American.
The MASON & HAMLIN CO. value this extraordinary honor the
more highly because it comes frOJ?. a ve··y }llllsical country, where
discriminatiOn in regard to the menta of musiCal mstruments may be
supposed to be most accurate.
.

.A..T .A..X..X... T~E G:Fl.'E.A..T

W"ORLD'S INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITIONS
For Fourteen Y ear• theae

Or~:ans

have received the

:H:IG::S:EST ::S:ONORS,
Being the only American Organs which have received such at any.

During the year just closed, this com~any ha~e i}ltrodu<?ed
•
improvements of greater value than_m any s1m1lar penod
since the introduction of the American Organ oy them, twenty years smce.
are now _received from their fact~ries da~ly, surpassing
in capac1ty and excellence nnythmg Which has before
been produced, and certainly worthy to be ranked with the VERY FINEST MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS IN THE WORLD. They are in cases of solid BLACK WALNUT, MAHOGANY, CHERRY~
ASH, EBONIZED, etc., and are at net cash prices, $240, $330, $360, $390, $480, ~70, $750, $840 ana
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$900.

including, also, the mo. st valuable of the recent improv~
J ments, and adapted to all uses, public and pr1vate, m
plain and elegant cases, are at $22,$30, $57, ~66, $72, $84, ~90, ~93, $99,$102. $105 to $200 and up.
These organs are not only sold for cash, but also for
easy payments, or will be rented until rent pays for an
1

P0PULAR STY LES
EASY PAYMENTS
AgaN E
W I LLUSTRAT E0 CAT AL0GUE, ~~~fbi~~su~~d fnJl~str~t

SQUARE, UPRIGHT AND COTTAGE

ing MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED STYLES OF ORGANS, with net PRICE LISTS and
circulars, will be sent free to any one desiring them. Certainl'!l no one sho1fld buy or rent any
organ without having seen these circulars, which contain much useful informat~on about organs.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,
164 'l'remont Street. BOS'l'ON: 46 E. 14th Street (O'nion SQ..), NEW YOBI; 149 Wa.ba.ah Av.. CH AGO.

Wareroom.s-159

Tremont

Street. BOSTON. MASS.

